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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right.!
VOLUME

ROY,

AV.
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Happy New Year Will Paxton Dead
A,
has received so
The
many holiday greetings and remembrances .from friends in so
many different states thet we
throw up our hands at the job of
returning each directly so we are
going to ask those who have .remembered us to accept this wish
for New Year for them all following the greatest Christmas in
all history.
May "Peace on earth, good
will to men" become the reality
the greatest minds in all civiliza
tion are now engaged in trying
to bring about, and may all
Christian nations hereafter work
tcgethee for this sentimen
S--

.

which effect is now becoming an
established fact after 2,000 years
of effort by Christian nations
most of which effort has been
abortive
to reach this goal.
May you live to see the. Chris-ma- s
the
Spirit a reality thru-ou- t
large
so
world with a majority
that there can never be a change
of administration again, is
wish for you and civilization.
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School Money

HUNGER DRAWS THE MAP

Seth Paxton, who has been at
the Plumlee Hospital in Roy since
his recent serious illness from
pneumonia, received a message
Saturday bearing the sad news
of the death of his brother, Col.
Will Paxton, at his home at
111.
last Saturday
Humboldt,
dayj from
ten
of
after an itlne33
F.u and Pneumonia.
Col. Paxton was culled home a
short time ago by the illness of
his wife and daughter and arriv
ed to find them better but he
contracted the plague and died.
It seems incredible to uswho saw
him here so recently, the very
embodiment of health and vigor
that he is gone, and forcibly reminds us that none are sure of
the life tenure for a single day
Seth Paxton was prostrated by.
the news of his brother's death
and was in a serious condition
but has rallied again.
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County Superintendent, Milnor
Rudulph sends us a statement of
the apportionmeat of Mora Court
ty School funds for December
that the people may kuqw about
their school funds.
The school fund of $10,721.84 is
distributed among the 4,791 pupils at the rate of $2.22 per pupil.
lioy District wun ooo scholars
gets$58v).12, Mora with 305
geis $683.20 ar.di the rest in
proportion.
He also apportions from county
taxes paid in the sum of $2190.21
which gives the Roy District
$370.00 more.
These tahles are so long that
we cannot publish them in full
for lack of facilites but have them
on rile for those who wish infor
mation about any district in the
county.
It is a good reason for regret
that Mr. Rudulph was not given
an opportunity to go on another
two years with tne good work ho
has dona jn this county. He is
the best, most honest and progressive county superintendent
this county has ever had.
.
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Serious1

already receiving
American aid

pu-pi- ls
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I. 1918
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-

NOTICE of DISSOLUTION
OF PARTNERSHIP
Notice is hereby alretty gifen
oudt dot bartnership bisness vot
vas bedween Me undGott,
und dot
I vill not hereaf te be responsible
for any action of der latter any
more. I gif mine free consent dot
Gott shall now haf his own vay
togedder mit de"r responsibilisies
Of bills due und payaplé in der
bartnership vot is alretty nomore.
Ven Gott had der chance to
make good mit me he vouldn't
took it; ven I told mine beoples
dot Gott vas mit uns in Flanders,
he vas ofer ,in Paris, und ven
mine beoples vas in France, he
va's in Belguim. .Ven I vanted to
go by Amerika, he vas by Amer-ik- a
first, und so it vas mit uns all
derzeit. I vas beliefing it vas me
únd Gott, ven it vas clioost me

's

The Band Dance at the Odd Fellows Hall New Years eve was
largely attended and a fine time
is reported. The financial returns
were very satisfactory and the
sponsors for the band will soon
be able to get from under the
load of debt théy have patiently
carried for the past two years.

A food mnp of Europa today sliows

not a single country in which tliO future does not hold threat ot serious
difficulties and only a small part which
Is not rapidly approaching the fninlne
point.
With the exception of (he
Ukraine only those countries which
nave niaintnineu marine commerce
have sullicient food supplies to meet
actual needs until next harvest, and
even In the Ukraine, with stores accumulated on the farms, there Is famine
In the large centers of population;
Belgium and northern France, ns
well as Serhla, appear on. the hunger
map distinct from "the rest of Europe
because they stand In a different relation from the other nations to the people of the United States. America has
ior four years maintained the smnjl
war rations of Belgium and northern
France and Is already making special
efforts to care for their Increased

51

A call came in New Years day
for a doctor for Lehmer Dunn, a
prominent
ranchman
of the
Mofrx Community. The condit- -.
ion of the roads made it impos-s'll- e
for'a physcian to go to his
rt!ief and friends are anxiously
awaiting news from him.

seat of government the little nation's gions, with conditions most serious In
first thought was to express her grati- Finland.
tude to the Commission for Belief In
robemln,
Serbia, Boumnnla and
Belgium for preserving the lives "Df Montenegro have already reached the
millions of her citlzgns.
'. :.i!i:o point and are suffering a heavy
Germany, on the other hand, need toll of death. The Armenian populanot figure In such a map for Ameri- tion Is falling each we-us hunger
cans beraiue there Is no present indi- takes Its toll, and ir
re, Albania
cation that we shall be called on i:t nil and Itoumanln so x r,i , :.n. the food
Earl Baum and wife
to take thought for the food needs of shortages that f
:., nciu.
AlGermany. Germany probably an care though starvation h i i.i .vet imminent, fiui.i Colorado Springs
!

:

arrived

Merl and Ivan Johnson came
Sunday
home New Years from Raton
for her own food problem If she Is Italy, Switzerland,
and Tur- and r.reverv sure they are glad
given access to shipping and 13 enabled key are l:i the throes of serious strinwhere they spent their holidays
to be home after a siefje of Flu
to distribute food to (lie cities with
get
to
They
had
at Will Kings.
Tn order to fulfill
dense populations, which ure the trouthey both enjoyed while there.
pledge
America's
'
up at 4 A.M. and walk a mile to
ble centers.
I;: world relief we will have to export
They
are back out at the farm.
England, France, the Netherlands every ton of food which can be hancatch a Rocky Mountain train to
Portugal,
and
nil of which have been dled through our ports. This means at
Colfax and connect with the Pol-i- Miss Elsye Hoelz, who is teamaintained from American supplies, the very leust a minimum of 20,000,000
have suilident food Jo meet Immediate tons compared wlih'0,000,000 tons preorder to get by the late Santa
cher
in the Dawson Schools this
needs, but their future presents seri- war exports and 11,8''0,0yj tons' exFe trains.
winter,
came to Roy ast week to
ous dinicultlcs. ,The sanie Is, true of ported last year, when we were bound
by mineself yet.
Spain
and
the
by
northern
couneutral
spend
of
the
war
to
European
a
part of her Christmas va
ties
the
Vot I know now I vish I vonld
needs, which, with those ntriesNorway, Sweden and Denmark allies.
with
cation
her friend Mrs. R.E.
seldom
With a theromometer
haf knowed before I took Gott of Serbia, must be Included In this whose ports have been open nnd who If we fall to lighten tlie black spots
Alldredge.
plan,
urgent
are
In
The Dawson Schools
the extreme and have been able to draw to some degree on the hunger map or if we allow any
above and ranging down to 20 for mine bartner. For dese und
have Immediate relief.
must
upon
foreign
supplies.
portions
to
become
closed
for over two
darker the very have been
below zero for several days we onder reasons der bartnership of
The gratitude of the Belgian nation
Most of liussln Is already In the peace for which- wo fought nnd bled
may properly claim that it is now Me und Gott is hereafter now for the help America has extended to throes of famine, nnd 10,o!)0,009 people will be threatened. .P.evolt and anarchv months by Flu quarantine. She
her during the war constituios the there are beyond the possibility of Jnevitably follow famine. Should this worked as Nurse for much of
winter here on the mesa as well und forefer ausgespielt. Und. strongest
appeal for us to continue our help. Before"
spring thou- - happen we will see In other parts of this and saw things to touch the
as elsewhere thruout the county. it now comes óudt dot vile I vas work there. The moment the Herman, sr.ml of them another
Inevitably must die. Europe a repetition of the Itusslnn deThe snow lies deep and cold all gifing mine men der'iron cross armies withdrew from her soil and she This iippllrs ns well to Poland nnd bacle and our fight for world peace heart and teach a lesson in sorrow. She is the same happy.jolly
over and feed is none too plenti- he vas gifing me der double cross. was established once more In her o'.vn prncllrnlly tbriiii:hmit the Baltic re will have been In vein.
efficent and popular young wohim
ful for stock.
Yet I tried to gif
der bestj
man a3 when she lived and
chance of his lifetime mit me. Itj
táught in Roy,
--is now too late. Anybody mitt
J. T, Stanlilí, of Solano, called prilspayaple vill blease took demj ANNOUNCE-We- ek
Thg Watch Party held by the
of pray
Tuesday and ordered the S. A. to der last named bartner of der er, beginning January 6, 1919. h
un
"'
Y.P.S.C.E. at the Picture Show Elmer Evans, of Palouse, wa3
at kerflunked pisness firm of Me! Let every member attend these
sent to him for the next-yeaauditorum New Years eve, was in town over Sunday visiting
Lubbock, Texas, where he will und Gott..
meetings. They are the beginwell attended and they all had a Mrs. Evans who has been at Dr.
live for a time. He is keeping his
great time. At midnight they Self's sanatorium for some weeks
I haf gifen up mine kingdom, ning of the greatest forward
claini and expects to come back mine army, mine gold, und minej movement the church has ever
sent out delegations to the ChrisIt was decided she should go to
some time and live here ajjain. audomobeele dot der vorldt can undertaken.
tian Church and Schoolhouse and St. Louis for the operation that
been in Texas be free und happy ehoost like
Mrs. Star.fill
The Pastor and the "Minute
rang out the old and in the newwinMlne necessary to restore ner
for two weeks and ho is reinair- - der allies ordered it,, und vitch I Men" will be there to explain
in fact they rung off some of the to health, as she has relatives
ing here to pet his buisnessaffuiis eouu not krevent. Gott didn't and conduct the first Service
new before thty quit. Refiesh-ment- s there who will be able to be with
.IKK '
WW
lined up.
'MO
J
of
evening
Monday
home
the
at
stay mit me, so how could hoi
were served and all had a her and her old family Doctor
fine tine in spite of the intense can also be with her. Elmer
heib hisself, I haf no ill feelings Mr. Worley; Tuesday at Wm.
legscept in mine head, und I vant; G.Johnson's. Other places later.
cold.
plans to send their little daughtFrank Roy had a
We expect you to be there.
made at the Liberty Machine dot der beoples vill gif to Gott
er, with her mother where she
.
J. M. Wilson, .Pastor.
J. C. Allen and wife left Thurs ean be going to school and ho
Shop last week and is haulihg'j der same batronage like dey gif
day for their old home at Hutch- - will batch it, at the ranch, till
feed to his stock at the Chicosa to me und der firm of Me und
Victoriano Arguclo is a new
ison, Kansas,
where they will their return,
ranch on it. He has a lot of feed' Gott.
A. lie wtil
to the-Subscriber
of
the winter.
the
They have not heard from
I belef der bisness vill b
rest
visit
in
and this will help get the animals
Ogden
from
home
came
Mrs.
and feed together.
their son, Roy, for two months
safe bands mitoudt me, but if I be at Mavwell for a time and her School at Solano, Tuesday,, to
am needed at any time I vill be war.ts to keep in. touch with Roy remain until the wether moderBUre he 3 alriht or they
Eugene Vaden, a young íarm but
while he is away.
belt)
to
villings
oudt
near.
efen
if
Gott
ates so the children can j et to er of near Mofax, died of pneu wouiu
Dan Laumbach came to town
Mrs. Evans and Brooks loft on
School.
Seme live oat 2 to (5 mi monia Tuesday, Dec. 31st, he
Monday for the first time since he didn't helb me oudt in Bel-- i
was
We
reminded
are
,
it
that
ti
guim,
France,
und
und F.anders r.ri
les and cant get there. Rev. Trip- was ili but a short t:me and it
the big snow. He was busy car- i
iTi
"aueru,a"
win tcMhcs the hiffherpra- - was impossible to get a Doctor;.,
?utíar
ing for his stock and would have ven I beliefed he vas on der Je,se,
.
who ca.ue houu, lust
if. E. Lps came home ast week
stayed away ali the time if the chob mit me. But I haf no grief Josse . trance and was u, .n ;
him. lie was a line young',
for
is
,
.
,
tora lew days visit with his
,
,
anee now. Jt makes no nefcr
daughter at Spnn,tr, and
groceries hadn't run low.
family, lie was snow bound with
mind mit me now. If Gott choo-the funeral in an eastern sta'ie. nity.
1. s Ford travelling truck cow n in
He will be hue'; ah l Janur.rj
Miss Tiilie Branch left Satur- - st gjts along mitoudt me, I vill
tile south part of the state, He
day for her school at Chiliü 'be happy if only I knew he vould
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds arrived in
Our go:;d old friend, PJI. Wil-- i 10th.
Sunday to try thu trip
bisness.
not
in
miss
me
der
Af
full
till
will
she
teach
the
where
Roy this week from Dalla.?,' Tex returned
helm, wi ites nsfrom Wau!eean
agam'
helluva
bisness
all
Vas
a
ter
it
completed
all!
takes
is
if it
term
Michigan, sending another years
Pro'. Harry
cime in to i. and wiU reside herein future
summer. Her cheery presencs anyhowj but how did I knowed it subscripthiu and restinga to his town Thursday from his school at she is a music teacher and' will
Mayor Fred S. Brown went on
.
was enjoyed 'by her.friends here until it vas all oi'er.
friends here. He thinks lie. will Rock Soring. He was out of fu- the
train to Mora Saturday to be
ledall
":.
In
address
.
der
future
.
...
while she remained.
come oacu.1110 Ttwy next sninnx-iel ano
io coia 10 Keep
inducted into the office of
iders to Gott as I haf now such a Wie cV.u weather will not be ío ' scJio:)! lour.a it fire
without a
j
Garios Branch went to Ss.ta Fc uctr and Collector of
gJThc
State Teachers Associa- bisness dot I do not know veré I harden h;s iheui)atism.
Monday,
lie has seme soil of ty at Mora. He will remain until
I
day
Teavill
be one
from annuder.
tion has called off the State
gets tilings going right and
in view andpro-lh- e
position
Federal
T.
T
,iomi U. Toller, of the U.
cher's Meet at Albuquerque this dond't know choost now yore
Polly wa j
The north-bounhow he likes it. There is a
ee
k:iow
rnised
us
where
to
let
nobiH-dlater
year on account of the quaran- am, und vot I hopa is dot
down in the
Ranch Ranch mar Mosquero, sends us a
lot
news at Mora now while
of
S
We
A
are
to
to
efár-finhim.
send
h's
oudt.
elsa vill
tine all over the State, and the
canyons Tuesiay and as a result check for $3. and orders the
offices
are changing' hands alf
the
out
him
tk,
glad
getting
into
see
to
Yours mit a heaf'y heart,
necessity for getting busy in the
sent, to a friend in Wisconsin
got to Roy late in the evening.
no newspaper to tell
but
around
doing
world
real
and
the
Vonce KAISER VILUELM
schxd rooms to in part make, up
A coal train had piled
up a well as keeping h's own date well
printed
there.
ail,
it
Ex bartner mit Gott,
'.
for lost time.
ahead.
dozen cars on the track.
n

.
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was announced that Americans overseas or on the way numbered 1,019,115.
The United States on July 7 agreed
to allied action In Russia and preparations were begun for an allied military
expedition into Siberia. On' the same

OF YEAR THAT BHD UGHT PEACE

WORLD AFTER FOUR YEARS OF WAR

AM

shattered and the end in sight. Turkey surrendered unconditionally to the
British nnd the Austrians begged for
an armistice, while their armies were
In full flight. The allied war' council
at Versailles began to prepare the
terms to be submitted to the Germnns.
The American First army smashed
the German lines nt Grand Pre and
advanced seven miles west of the
Meuse as the enemy line cracked.
Austria-Hungaron November 3,
accepted the armistice terms which
provided for unconditional surrender,
hostilities ceasing at three o'clock
November 4.
On November 5, President Wilson
notified Germany to apply to Marshal
Foch for terms, he having been Informed that they had been prepared
by the allied war council.
German envoys were appointed and
approached the allied lines but In the
meantime the allied armies did not
lessen the pressure they were exerting on the. enemy. The Americans,
having inflicted a severe defeat on
the enemy, clearing the whole front between the Meuse ond the Aisne, rapidly advanced towurd Sedan, cutting the
between Metí
vllal communications
and the long German line extending
to the north. The Germans, as a result
of the American advance, fuced the
necessity of undertaking a general retreat to save their armies from being
cut off.
On November 9 the kaiser abdicated and the crown prince renounced
his claims to the throne. The government of Germany passed Into the conand
trol of the social democrats
Heir Eliert was made chancellor. The
kaiser 'fled to Holland and was permitted to remain there by the Dutch
authorities. At the same time various other "German princes abdicated
and soldiers and workmen's councils
sprang Into existence at many points.
Germans Sign Armistice.
On November 11 the German envoys signed the armistice which
amounted practically to unconditional
surrender. Under the terms of the
armistice Germany agreed to. evacuate all invaded territory and retire
behind the Rhine, the allies to follow
and hold all Important crossings of
the Rhine. The Germans agreed to
surrender the greater pa'rt of their
navy nnd thousands of heavy guns
and airplanes, rendering them unable
"
to renew hostilities.
The armistice became effective at
11.
11 a. in., Paris time, November
Thus the great world war virtually
came to an end, although technically
it will end only with the signing of
the peace treaty.
With the cessation of hostilities
revolution spread through Germany
and Austria. Emperor Charles of
Austria abdicated and a people's government was set up.
Field Marshal von Hindenburg remained in supreme command of the
German armies nnd began to direct
the retirement of the Germans In accordance with the terms of the armistice.
Carrying out the terms of the armistice the Germans surrendered 71 warships to the allies on November 21.
Conditions were very unsettled In
Germany during the closing weeks of
the year, the socialist government apparently sharing power with the soldiers and workmen's councils. Plans
were under discussion for the summoning of a constituent assembly to
determine the future character of the
government but activities of the radical socialistic element under the leadership of Herr Llebknecht threatened
to disrupt the entire former empire.
On November 29 President Wilson
announced that he would head the
to the peaco
American delegation
conference and that the other delegates would be Secretary of State
Lnnsing, Col. E. M. House, Henry
White, former ambassador to France,
and Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, United
States military representative on the
supreme war council. The president,
accompanied by the other peace delegates and a large party of assistants,
sailed 'for France December 4.
President Wilson arrived at Brest
December 13 and proceeded to Paris,
where ho was given nn enthusiastic reception. He nt once entered Into conference with the allied leaders, In preparation for the opening of the peace
conference In January.
British, French, American nnd Belgian armies of occupation advanced
into Germany as the Germans retired
In accordance with the armistice, the
allied armies reaching the Rhine during the early days of December.

day Count von Mirbacli, German am
bassador to Russia, was slain nt Moscow. On July 8 It was announced that
the Murman coast of Russia had
Germany and Her Allies Are Crushed and Forced to Accept Such thrown off bolshevik rule nnd Invited
aid from the allies. During July the
Terms as Winners Dictate United States Supplies Power
first reports came from Russia of the
That Turns Tide PrPíídent Wilson Joins Other Demoexecution of the former czar by ft local
soviet nnd these reports Inter were
cratic Rulers of World in Great Peace Congress at
confirmed.
VersaillesOld Nations Crumble and New Ones
General Foch opened the second
e
on Auphase of his
Are Formed Russia Torn by' Disorders.
gust 8 when a surprise attack was
front iu I'icardy,
launched on a
had advanced 47 miles from La Fere the allies gaining seven miles nt some
By DONALO F. BIGGS.
More history has been tnude In the and were within six miles of Amiens. points and taking 7,000 prisoners. The
year 1918 than In uny year that has Here the adrance was halted. In the following day Haig's men gained ,13
passed since time began. This mo- meantime, on March 29, the allies, fac- miles In Plcardy and the next day the
front,
mentous twelve months' period conies ing a catastrophe, at last agreed upon French, attacking on a
to a close with the world at pence af- a unification of command, and General wiped out the, Montdldler sullent.
Foch Hammers Foe.
ter more than four years of the most Foeh, the brilliant French leader, was
sanguiuary fighting of this or any placed In supreme command of all the
Then followed a series of sledgeallied armies.
other age.
hammer blows on all portions of the
A few days after the launching of
have
front, all fitting Into the general
Durlug the year great nations
this drive, Purls was bombarded by a scheme of
worked out by the
crumhled. new nations have sprung
"mystery" gun which It was known master mindattack
and
tottered
have
of Foch. On August 20
being,
Into
thrones
was at least G2 miles away. On March
Lasslgny fell and the former Somme
Tallen, monarchs who once ruled hun29, Good Friday, this
e
gun
front was restored. British and French
dreds of millions of people with an made a
on
a
church
direct
hit
Paris
armies, aided by American units, coniron hand have fled for their lives or and 75 worshipers
were killed.
tinued the smash on the Somme front
have Tallen victim to the wroth of peoOn April 10, the Germans shifted
and on August 30 the Germans were
ples Intoxicated by their
their attack and began the second
The British
freedom.
phase of their offensive a drive hurled across the Somme.
The coming of peace finds America against the British in Flanders with took Bnpaumc and were close to
and tier allies strong and fully able the channel ports as the objective. Peronne. Roye fell to the French ond
to meet the responsibilities that come Here again the British were forced to dozens of small towns were wrested
with victory. Ou the other hand It give ground, but there was no break from the Invaders. Further north the
finds the nations responsible for the such as occurred earlier on the Somme British smashed the Hindenburg line
world cataclysm exhausted and torn front. The "British and Portuguese and forced the Germans to beglu a re"
by civil disorders that are born of de- were swept back along the River Lys. treat from the Lys salient.
- On
Ameri12,
September
First
of
the
empire
great
once
finds
the
feat It
The Germans took the Messlnes ridge
Austria-HungarIn ruins from which and threw 125,000 men against the can army, under the direct" command
there are already rising new free na- British below Ypres. But the Ypres of General Pershing, began n brilliant
tions. It finds the German empire dis- defenses held firm, and In the west the action which wiped out the difficult
rupted and threatened with dissolu- Germnns fulled In their efforts to reach St. Mihlel salient In three days. The
20,000 prisoners In
tion.
Ilnzebrouck. The terrific drive spent Americans took
action.
this
in
The end of the war finds Russia
Itself and the Germans had failed to
Serbian, French and Italian forces,
the throes of civil war. The world gets threaten the channel ports seriously.
on September 18, launched a big drive
only fragments of news regarding the
On April 22 the British navy executAlreal situation In the land of the former ed one of the spectacular feats of the against the Bulgars In Macedonia.
simultaneously
broke
British
most
the
zar, but these fragments have told n war, blocking the channel of
the Turk lines in the Holy Land. The
a German submarine base.
terrible story of anarchy and class
army was shattered, nnd by
Turkish
persons
fitrlfe In which thousands of
Germans Renew Offensive.
September 27 had lost 45,000 men In
hnve perished, slain In bloody riots or
On May 27 the Germans renewed
ruthlessly executed by the bolshevik the offensive with a powerful attack prisoners. In the meantime the allies
along a
leaders who control a large part of the between the Aisne and the Marne..In smashed the Hindenburg line
front in the St. Quentln sector,"
Peace finds the a day they swept over the
once great empire.
was announced at Washington
menace of autocratic militarism supon the heights north of the and It
United States now had 1,750,-00- 0
that
the
bolshevlsm,
planted by the menace of
Aisne and crossed the river In o rush.
men
across
the sen to nld In crush-lnwhich Is attempting to extern! Its an- Next they took Soissons nnd reached
(he crumbling artilles of the enemy.
archistic propaganda throughout the the Vesle. On they wejit to the Mame,
The first decisive break lu the ranks
extending their front on the river from
world.
of
the central empires came on Septo Verneull,
and
But, amid nil the uncertainties that Chateau-ThierrMalinoff,
peace has brought, the world rejoices threatening Reims In their advance. tember 27, when General
of the Bulgnr armies
commander
Gerhas
autocracy
was
drive
halted
the
with
The
that the lust citadel of
were routed before the advancbeen swept away before the rising tide mans occupying a front 10 miles wide which
ing Serbs and French, asked for nn
of democracy, giving assurance that on the Marne.
30 Bulgaria
In the meantime the Americans had armistice. On September
the millions who died upon the field of
terms prothe
armistice
accepted
battle did not die In vain. Brighter won attention on May 28 by taking
and surrendered
days for nil mankind have dawned Cnntigny on the I'icardy front in a posed by the allies
unconditionally.
brilliant attack.
with the passing of the year 1918.
Teutons Move for Peace.
began
On May 25, German
Turkey moved for peace on October
off the coast of the United
operations
HOW THE WAR WAS WON
4 and the German people were thrown
States, sinking 11 ships.
The German drive for Taris was re- Info ii pnnlc as they saw their allies
d
with the opinion sumed but the turning point was crumbling. Prince Max. who had now
The
generally prevailing that the world reached when on June 6 and 7 Ameri- become German chancellor, addressed
war could not be brought to a conclu- can marines were thrown across the n note to President Wilson, asking that
sion iu less than eighteen months. It path of the advancing army nt Chateau-Thierrsteps be taken Immediately to conclude
was an open secret that the German
The Americans not only an armistice and to open peace negohigh command was planning to make stopped the Germans but drove them tiations. President Wilson answered
a supreme effort on the western front, hack two miles, capturing several hun- by asking whether he spoke for the
people or the then rulers of the empire
arid during the early days of 1918 it dred prisoners.
and whether the proposal was based
was known that many divisions of
salito
Somme
iho
unite
nn
In
effort
German troops, released from the
ent with that of the Marae to provide on an acceptance of the.'presldents 14
front, were being transferred to n base for another move toward Paris, peace points. Meanwhile the drive on
the west front in preparation for the the Germnns launched another heavy the west'front continued, and the Gergrand offensive.
attack west of Noyon on June 10. They mans were driven from much ground
that they had held since 1914. The
Interest during these days centered made considerable gains on a
ere transpiring In front but the drive was halted within Hindenburg line was smashed at many
In events that
points. Pershing's men broke the foe's
peace discusItussla and In
two days.
main line of defense west of the Meuse
sions In which President Wilson and
Austrian Offensive Is Fiasco.
and
after days of bitter fighting clearChancellor von Hi:tling figured. On
was
transferred" from
Attention
Germans out of Argonne forest.
ed
the
January 8 President Wilson, lu an
France to Italy when on June 15 the
to congress, promulgated the Austrians opened an offensive on the The Germans were forced to abandon
famous "14 points" which lie declared Italian front from Aslago plateau to the Cheriiln des Dairies and to retreat
should form the basis of world peace. the seal The attack proved a complete on n long line from Lnon ns"frir east
In Russia Premier Lenine and For-- ' fiasco. It was repulsed at nil points as Argonne..
Germany sent another note to Preselga Minister
Trotzky intrenched and the Italians pursued the fleeing
Wilson on October 12, accepting
ident
power
by
dissolving
In
the Austrians across the Pluve, taking
themselves
0
14 peace,, principles and
hitter's
the
constituent assembly which met nt
prisoners.
urging the president to transmit its
January 18. On January I
The German commanders made one proposal for an armistice to
the allies.
congress of soviets was last effort to break through to Paris
nn
the' president that
assured
Max
Prince
convened to replace the constituent
when the crown prince's army group
of constitutional changes
There was little activity on on July 15, the morning after "the by reason German
government spoke
any front during the month, but on French national holiday, launched nn the existing
people.
Wilson rePresident
the
for
January 30 It was announced officially offensive along a front from Chateau-Thierrplied two days later, rejecting the Gerthat American troops were holding
to Masslges, 30 miles east of
man proposnis, declaring that any armfront-lin- e
trenches In France, occupy- Reims.
istice must he granted by the military
ing a sector northwest of Toul.
This fifth and last phase of the great commanders and must guarantee the
The Americans holding this sector offensive failed most signally, being continued supremacy of the allied
received their baptism of fire when stopped on the third day. The Anierl
arms.
they repulsed a vigorous German raid. can forces played a big part In this sec
The answer of the allied armies to
The Americans lost two killed, four ond decisive battle of the Marne. Enst the German peace proposals was to
Chateau-ThierrI
the
Germans
fore
missing.
Februof
Ou
wounded and one
deliver still harder blows at the retirary 6 the steamer Tuscanla, carrying a passage across the Marne and the ing enemy. In the north the Belgian
Americans who opposed them were army, led by King Albert,
2,179 American soldiers, was torpeDOMESTIC AFFAIRS
doed and sunk, with a loss of 159 forced to fall back temporarily.' Then,
with the British, began to Sweep
the Amer the Germans from the Belgian coast.
On February 9 the Ukraine In a brilliant counter-attack- ,
lives.
Practically every phase of American
signed a separate treaty of peace with icans drove the Germans back across On October 17 the Germans were drivthe" cent ral powers.
the Marne, taking 1,500 prisoners. In en from Ostend and Bruges and the life felt the dominating influence of
eluding a complete brigade staff.
Conditions In Itussla continued
The whole war throughout the year 1918.
British occupied Lille.
In the field of national legislation
Allied Offensive Opens.
motion."
The bolshevlkl declared
chaotic.
In
was
The allies
west front
nation-wid- e
proOn July 18 General Foch assumed
the war with Germany over but reswept eastward through Belgium and woman's suffrage nnd
fused to sign the peace treaty demandthe offensive. He struck the crown through the Industrial regions of hibition were urged as war measures.
suffrage
amendment
The woman's
prince's right flank a vital blow and oo France.
ed by Germany. The Germans thereupon renewed hostilities against Itusthe first duy the French and Americans
Chancellor Max, on October 21, sent was defeated in the senate October 1,
sla, capturing Reval, Russian naval fought their way for six miles along another peace note to President Wil- after having passed the house. A
prohibition
measure, to
base, and advancing on Petrograd. Le- the Aisne, reaching the outskirts of son, denying the charges that the Ger- nution-wld- e
nine and Trotzky then announced that Soissons. For two weeks the great mans had been guilty of atrocities on become effective June 30, 1919, was
enacted by congress and approved by
On July land nnd sen, nnd again giving assurcontinued.
Itussla was forced to accept the Gerthe president November 22. On Sepman peace terms. On March 3 the 29 the Americans met the crack divi- ances that the new government repretember 0 President Wilson had orGermany.
people
guards
of
PresiGerman
and
of
the
defeated
sented
delegates
sions
at
BrestLltovsk
Russian
signed the peacé treaty with Germany. them In a stubborn battle at Sergy. dent Wilson replied two days luter, dered the manufacture of malt liquor
Soissons fell to the French on August agreeing to transmit the request for stopped on December 1, as a
Germans Begin Great Drive.
mensure.
2
nnd by the following day tlw entire an armistice to the allies.
21
the
ofOn March
The government, early In the year,
liad ben. wiped
Italians Rout Austrians.
fensive of the Germans was launched.
"
"
As this note was delivered the allies began to tighten Its control over IndusA terrific blow was delivered against OUt.
smashing the Germnns nt all try nnd business for the purpose of
Indignation
British
were
peoof
the
The
on
a
lines
more
of
front
the British
on the western front and on furthering war efforts and protecting
by
the
points
outrages
aroused
ple,
than 50 miles, extending from the River Oise, near La Fere, to' the Sensee perpetrated by the Germnns, was In- October 24 the Italians launched a the public. On January 16, to relieve a
Wave after tensified early In July when news was great offensive against the Austrians serious coal shortage which threatened
river, about Crolselles.
on thePIave front, who within a few to delay the shipment of war supplies
troops were received of the sinking by a submaGerinnn
wave of the finest
hurled at the British lines, and In a rine of the hospital tfilp Llandovery days were In headlong flight with the to France, Fuel Administrator Gnrfleld
fey days had advanced 15 mlles. The Castle, carrying wo'inded men nnd Italians In pursuit. The Americans ordered a general Inshutdown of Indusall states east of
British Fifth army at the point where nurses between Oanida and England, continued to smash the Germans In vi- try nnd business
the Mississippi river for a period of
causing a loss of 2"S3 persons. Includ- cious attacks west of the Meuse.
It touched the French lines was routThe month of November opened with five days and ten succeeding Mondays.
ed, and for a time the allies faced dis- ing 12 nurses. Th United States conaster. The Germans continued to push tinued to speed yp Its wax activities the German armies facing utter rout, On February 13 the order for heatless
'
southward, and at the end of 15 days during July, and arly In the month It the armies of her allies completely Mondays was rescinded.
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Congress Increased the safeguards tlvely few strikes occurred during tlie
thrown about war Industries by pass- remainder of the year.
ing the "sabotage" bill, carrying pen"
alties of $10,000 fine and 30 years' ImDISASTERS
prisonment for destruction of war materials or Interference with war indus
Fires, railroad accidents nnd explotries. President Wilson signed tins sions took a heavy toll of human life
pleasure on April 20. The government on land during the year 1918 while the
also prosecuted vigorously many per- elements combined with the torpedoes
sons accused of violation of the espion of the German
to send thouage act. On August 17, 100 members sands of Innocent persons, Including
of the I. W. W. were convicted of dis- women and children, to their death at
loyalty In the federal court at Chicago, sea.
after a trial lasting several months.
Fifty-twchildren met death In r
Government control of the railroads fire which destroyed a convent at Monwas followed during this year by gov- treal, Canada, February 14. February
ernment control of all telegraph and 24 the liner Florlzel, bound from St.
telephone lines. Congress on July 13 Johns, N. F
to New York, was
authorized the president to take con- wrecked by a blizzard near Cape Race
trol of the wires and the government and 92 lives were lost.
assumed control on July 31. On NoSeventy inmates of an insane asylum
vember 17, the government also took at Norman, Okla., were killed In a fire
control of all. Atlantic cable lines.
which destroyed that Institution April
The first general election since the 13.
On May 1 the Savannah liner City of
United States entered the war was
held on November 5. The Republicans
Athens was sunk In a collision with a
won both houses of congress, the sen- French cruiser off the Delaware coast
ate by a majority of two and the and 66 lives were lost. On May 18
house by a margin of more than forty. nearly a hundred persons were killed
During September, October and No- by explosions in the Aetna Chemical
vember the entire country was swept plant near Pittsburgh, Pa.
o

by a serious epidemic of Spanish Influenza. Thousands of soldiers In the
army camps and other thousands of
civilians succumbed thereto and to
pneumonia.
The country was surprised .on November 22 by the resignation of William G. McAdoo as secretary of the
treasury and director general of the
railroads. Representative Carter Glass
of Virginia was named to succeed Mr.
McAdoo as secretary of the treasury
December 5.
On November 28 Governor Stephens
of California commuted to life imprisonment the death sentence of Thomas
J. Mooney, convicted In connection
with the death of ten persons from a
bomb explosion In Sun Francisco during n preparedness parade July 22,
'

1910.

.

Plan for making the United States
navy second to that of no other country for 1925 were disclosed to congress
by Rear Aduiiral Badger, chairman of
the executive committee of the general
board of the navy December 12.
FOREIGN

.

The map of Europe was being remade as the year 1918 crime to n close.
republic was alThe Czecho-Slovnready In existence before the close of
the war, having been recognized as an
independent belligerent government by
the United States, Great Britain,
France and Italy, but the coming of
peace saw the formal establishment of
this new government nt Prague. The
end of the war nlso practically assured
the rising of a great new Poland, made
up of most, if not all, of the territory
divided up years ago among Germany,
Austria and Russia. Finland threw
off the shackles placed upon her by
Russia and out of the turmoil of civil
war emerged as a free and Independent
nation. The peoples of other smaller
k

subject states asserted their

independ-

ence.
Civil war continued to threaten the
new republic of China throughout the
year. Hsu Shih Chang was elected
president pf the republic on Septera
ber 6 and during the next few months
reports Indicated a possibility' of an
agreement being reached between the
northern and southern sections of the
country.
Peru and Chile were reported on the
brink of war during the closing weeks
of the year. The trouble between
these, countries was nn outgrowth of
the nitrate war of years ago in which
Chile won Taona and Arica.
Dr. Sldonla Paes, president of Portugal, was shot nnd killed nt Lisbon,
December 15. The assassin was killed
by the crowd that witnessed the crime.
Two days later Admiral Canto Y. Castro was elected president of Portugal.
On December 10 the Finnish diet
elected General Mannerholm regent of
Finland;
LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Labor unrest, resulting In many
strikes, threatened to seriously hamper the government's war preparations
early In the year but through a spirit
shown by both labor

of

n
persons, Including
circus performers, perished
when a circus train was wrecked at
Gary, Ind., June 22. Fifty persons were
killed by the collapse of a building at
Sioux City, la., June 29.
A small factory explosion in England
killed 50 persons July 1 and on the following day an explosion In a munitions
plant near Syracuse, N. Y., killed 16.
Eighty-fivperished
merrymakers
when an excursion boat 'sank In the
1II1LIUI
ilVUI
fUiy U. A UUMU1CU
sona were killed In a collision between
Tenn.,
two trains nenr Nashville,
well-know-

Sixty-thre- e

e

July

9.

a part of Minnesota
August 21, killing 50 persons nt Tyler
and Connorg.
On October 6 the United States transport Otranto was sunk In collision off
the Irish coast and 450' persons lost
their lives. Four hundred were Idst
when the British mall bont Lelnster
was torpedoed and sunk October 10.
A series of terrific explosions In a
plant at Morgan, N. J.,
on October 3 killed 94 persons ond destroyed a vast amount of property. A
severe earthquake which caused the
death of 150 persons was reported In
Porto Rico October 11. Great forest
fires raged In northeastern Minnesota
during October. Many towns were destroyed nnd about 1,000 Uves were lost.
On October 25 the steamship Princess
Sophia was wrecked on the Ainokaq
const nnd 313 were lost.
Ninety-eigh- t
persons were killed November 1 in a wreck on the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Vines. On November 21,
A

tornado swept

shell-loadin- g

about

1,500

persons were reported

killed by the explosion of German munition trains en route from Belgium to
Germany.
One of the most unusual cases In
maritime history was that of the
United States navy collier Cyclops,
which disappeared at sen while bound
from the West Indies to nn American
was
Announcement
Atlantic port.
made April 14 that the boat, with 293
persons on board, was a month overdue. Not a single trace of the boat
or Its passengers and crew was ever
found, and the fate of the vessel Is a
f colnplete mystery.

NECROLOGY
Death took a heavy toll among mén
and women prominent in public life
during the year 1918. The list Includes the following:
January 13, United States Senator
James H. Brady of Idaho; January 14,
Maj. A. P. Gardner, former congressman from Massachusetts, who resigned to enter the army; January 30,
United States Senator William Hughes
of New Jersey.
February 2, John L. Sullivan, former
heavyweight champion, at West Abing-ton- ,
Mass. ; February 10, Abdul Humid,
former sultan of Turkey; February
former Brit14, Sir Cecil Spring-Rice- ,
ish ambassador to America.
March. 6, John Redmond, Irls,h Nationalist leader, at London; March 9,
George von L. Meyer, former cabinet
member and diplomat, at Boston.
April 12, United States Senator
R. F. Broussard of Louisiana ; April 14,
United States Senator William Joel
Stone of Missouri.
May 14, James Gordon Bennett, proprietor of the New York Herald, at
Paris..
June 3, Ramon M. Valdez, president
of Panama; June 4, Charles Warren
Fairbanks, former vice president, at

and capita! the danger was avertéd and
there was little labor trouble during
the greater part of the year.
During the early days of the yeat
disaffection appeared among the workers In the shipyards and by February
12 the situation had assumed a serious
aspect with strikes In effect in five Indianapolis.
July 3, Mohammed
yards. By February 16 the strike had
spread still further In spite of an
vance In wages announced by the

adla-

bor adjustment board.
On February 17, President Wilson,
In a letter to William L. Hutcheson,
.

.

head of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, concerning the
ship carpenters' strike, denied the right
of labor to strike at that critical Juncor will you
ture. "Will you
obstruct?" the president asked.. The
workmen responded to the president's
appeal and the strike was declared off.
At the same time Secretary of Labor
Wilson announced the personnel of a
national board of .labor, to be composed of representatives of both labor
and capital. On February 24 this board
opened a conference for the' purpose of
establishing a basis for the settlement
of disputes during the war. Former
President William II. Taft, chosen by
the employers, and Frank P. Walsh,
selected by the labor organizations, alternated as chairman. This conference, on- March 29, reached an agreement providing that all labor disputes
arising during the war should be submitted to a board of mediation. This
agreement was ndhered to by both employers and employees and compara- -

V, sultan of TurViscount JUiondda, British food
Uta fao Sandln
.rA TTnlfal
I , Oil'.
.ji.iiii hi.
I.' iiii'.n u.aica
1.
Benjamin R. Tillman of South Care-U-na
; July 27, Gustav Kobbe, American
author and critic.
'
August 8, Max Rosenthal, famous
artist, nt Philadelphia ; August 12,
Anna Held, famous actress, at New
York; August 17, United States Senator Jacob H. 'Gnlllnger of New Hampshire; August 28, United States Senator Ollle M. James of Kentucky.
September 17, Cardinal John M. Farley, archbishop of New York ; September 25, John Ireland, Catholic archbishop of St. Paul.
October 25, Charles Lecocq, French
composer.
November 4, Mrs. Russell Sage, widow of famous financier, at New York ;
Dr. Andrew White, noted educator and
diplomat; November 8, Robert J. Collier, editor and publisher; November
15, Gen. H. C. King, soldier and author, In New York ; November 19, Dr.
C. R. Van Hlse, president of University
of Wisconsin; Joseph F. Smith, president of Mormon church.
December 2, Edmond Rostand, famous French playwright and poet
(Copyright, 1918, by MoClur Niwapapet
. Syndicate.)
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Demand Makes Opportunity for
Returning Soldiers.
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nicai Knowledge ana practical expe
rience, some being professors of In

lernational reputation. The resulta
of experiments and tests are free and
available to all. . Educational oppor
tunltles for farmers are' the concern
of the government nnd appreciation
Is shown by the number of farmers
who attend the free courses.
Agriculture In Canada hns reached
a high standard,
notwithstanding
which lands are low In price.
Thus upon the United States and
Canada for many years will rest the
great burden of feeding the world
With free Interchange of travel, diffi
culties of crossing and recrosslng removed, Canada may look for a speedy
resumption of the large influx of set
tlers from the United States which
prevailed previous to the war. Dur
ing tho war period there was a dread
of something, no one seemed to know
what. If the American went to Can
ndn he might be conscripted, put In
prison, or in his attempt to cross
the border he would meet with Innu
merable difficulties, most of which,
of course, was untrue.
These un
truths were circulated for a purpose
by an element, which, It was discov
ered, had an Interest In fomenting
nnd creating trouble and distrust be
tween

two

peoples

language

whose

and alms In life should be 'anything
hut of an unfriendly character. The
draft law of the United States, adopt;
ed for the carrying put of the high
purposes had In view' by the United
States, kept many from going to Can
ada during the period of the war. The
'
citizen army of the United States
was quickfy mobilized, and contained
a arge percentage of the young men
fem the fiyms. In this wny many
were prevented from going- to Can
v.
ada.
That Is all over now., There are
no real or imaginary
restrictions;
there Is no draft law to Interfere.
On the contrary, there Is an un
fathomable depth of good feeling, and
friendship is strong
the
er than, ever. This has been brought
üboufí-bthe knowledge
has
oeen (tone in uie recent great strug
gle, each vying with the other
givlnjf cretirt for what was accora
pllshed.
In thought and feeling, in
language,-1alms In life, in work, In
desiret.:to build up a new world, there
has been bred a kinship which is as
as time 'itself. Adverindissoluble
J '
tisement.
g

'

growing that unqualified and almost
unequaled success has followed honest
effort, but the raising of horses," cattle,
Bought a Larger One.
sheep and hogs lias been a large source
Mary Ellen's father was a garden
of profit.
These .are fact that are
His onions
well known to the many friends and enthusiast "last summer.
acquaintances of the thoumnds of could not be used until they were
farmers from the United States who larger than his neighbors;, his cab
have acquired wealth on the prairies bages had ,to become mammoth heads
of Western Canada.
Farms of from before they could be harvested. In
one hundred and sixty to six hundred every way his slogan was, "Let things
and forty acres of the-- richest soil may grow until they reach their limit."
The other day Mary Ellen's aunt
be secured on reasonable terms, and
with an excellent climate, with o took her to town to buy a toy piano.
school system equal to any In (he Spie looked at several, and auntie had
world, and desirable social conditions, almost decided to buy one of medium
little else could be asked.
size, when she noticed that her small
Canadian statesmen are today busily niece wished to tell her something.
engaged planning for the future of the Obligingly she leaned over to have this
returned soldier with a view o making warning whispered into her" ear:
him independent of state help aftertbe 'Don't you think we'd better let that
Immediate necessary assistance has one stay here and grow a while?"
been granted, the main Idea being to
Then auntie bought the larger one:
show in the fullest degree the country's appreciation of the services he Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin,
has rendered..
On rising and retiring gently smear
But now that the war is ended, nnd the face with Cuticura Ointment
the fact apparent that of all avoca- Wash off Ointment in five minutes
tions the most profitable and Independwith Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
ent Is that of the farmer, there will be Is wonderful sometimes what
Cuticura
a. strong desire to secure farm lands
will do for poor complexions, dandruff
for cultivation. , Canada offers the opitching and red rough hands. Adv.
portunity to those seeking, not as specThe deepulation but as production.
"Cause Unknown."
est Interest is taken by Federal and
Iteporter "What started the blaze,
rrovlncial authorities to further the
welfare of the farmer and secure a chief?" Fire Chief (in a whisper)
maximum return for his efforts. Large "Spontaneous insurance."
sums of money are spent in educaitiíSki Vc"r d'C3 ftwSd Csrs
tional and experimental work. Engaged on experimental and demoncuuts at
No Smarting
stration farms, and In the agricultural
Just Mre Comfort.
lPwsí!ss or mill. Write for tree Kre jkxik.
colleges, are men of the highest tech- MUaiUS KlJni KM.iuBKCH)..tlUItiAiiU
.
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Madera. Caí. "I recommend Doctor Pierce's
Aliarte my highly. I haw suffered for tin but
three reara with catarrh of the bladder, having
tried every remedy I heard of but without relief.
1 taw Anuric advertised in the paper, and like
drowning man grabbing at atraw I thought I
would try It also, which I did with great aucceaa,
as it relieved me almost Immediately, bafore I had
taken all of the trial package, and having great
confidence In the remedy I immediately sent to
tha drag store and bought a full-six- e
package,
I can say to all suffering from any disease of
the kidneys or nrlc add troubles, try this remedy
and suffer no longer. I have great íalth te Dr.
Pierce's remedies. "--8. P. Hax&UCY.

,

"

:

Those of na who are past middle age
are prone to eat too much meat and in
in tha
consequence deposit lime-sal- ts
We often
arteries, veins and joints.
suffer from twinges of rheumatism or
lumbago, sometimes frori gout, swollen
hands or feet. There is no longer tbe
slightest need of this, however, as tha
new prescription, "Annrio," is bound
to give immediate resalta as it is many
times more potent than lithia, in ridding
the impoverished blood of its poisons
by way of the kidneys. It can be obtained at almost any drug store, by
aimply asking for Anuria" for kidneys
or backache.
It will overcome such
conditions as rhenmatism, dropsical
swellings, cold extremities, scalding and
burning urine and sleeplessness due to
constant arising from bed at night.
Send to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel,
Cufíalo, N. Y., for a 10c. trial package.

much-require- d

pursuit of agriculture the returned soldier will continue the cause he so
greatly advanced when fighting on the
field of battle.
Both countries have
undeveloped areas yet open' to-- Settler
,
ment
There Is little need here to direct
attention to the wealth that has come
to 'the farmers of-- Canndn-.wlthlthe
past few years. It is not only In grain

i.

MM

Thousands Will See Glorious Possibilities in Settlement of Avail-abl- e
Farm Land in This Coun-tr- y
and in Canada.
The war Is over, peace will soon bo
signed, the fighting notions
have
sheathed their swords, and the day of
reconstruction has come.
What of It?
Hundreds of thousands of men,
taken from the fields of husbandry,
from the ranks of labor, from the four
walls of tho counting house, and the
confines of the workshop, taken from
Ibera to do their part, their large part,
In, the prevention of the spoliation of
the world, and in the meantime removed from the gear of common every
day life, will be returning, only to find
In many cases old positions filled, the
machinery with which they were for
merly attached dislocated.
Are they to become aimless wander
ers, with the ultimate possibility of
augmenting an army of menacing
loafers? If they do It Is because their
ability to assist in laying new fornida
tlons, in building up
structures, Is underestimated. Men
who fought as they fought, who risked
and faced dangers as they did, aro not
f the caliber likely to flinch when It
comes to the restoration of what the
enemy partially destroyed, when It
comes to the reconstruction of the
world, the Ideals of which they had In
view when they took part In the great
struggle whose divine purpose was to
bring .about this ' reconstruction.
Inured to toll, thoughtless of fatigue,
trained In initiative and hardened by
their outdoor existence, they will re
turn better and stronger men, boys will
have matured and young men will have
developed.
They will decide for themselves
lines of action and thought, and what
their future should and will be. On
the field of battle they developed
alertness and wisdom, and they will
return with both shedding from every
pore.
Action was their watchword, and It
will stand them In good stead now that
the din of the battle no longer rings
in their ears, or the zero hour signals
them to the fray, and it will continue
during their entire existence.
But if they return to find their old
avocations gone, their places filled,
the institutions with which they were
no longer existing, new
connected
walks of life and employment must be
opened to them. It may be that the
counting house, the factory, the
Workshon will hnvn lost their nttrnc
tion. The returned soldier will look
elsewhere for employment; within his
reach there is always the "Forward'
necessity. In this lies
the remedy that will not only tnke care
of a multitude of those who may not
be able to return to their former occu
pations, whose desires are not to do so,
whose health prohibits them from In
door life or whose outdoor habits from
the past one, two, three or tour years
have given them such a taste and desire for it that confinement would be
uhbeornble. . Farm life will thus ap
peal to' them, and the indications are
(hat
be takeoadvatitage of by
thousands. It means much to them as
. well ff8'fft1hevcontInent
of 'America
that provides jthe opportunity to the
world at lnie;- and to the stricken and
famished nf tlpns of Europe, who, not
only today.U'út for years to come, will
require the sustenance that can only
largely;, be supplied by the United
States and Canada. By following the

.h

Ü

llave you ever stopped to reason why
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
I,
Vest
T
iJ
W
II"
of sight and are soon forgotten!
The
i Luisa.
4
reason is plain the article did not fiiltU
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
I! " ,Vt
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system ' the remedy is I
isiJii'sl.sfc
by those who have been
recommended
In WMtwn Canada Grain l.mwlnff la a rtmfir makM. Rata.ne Lattlc
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
Sheep and Hogs brings certain succeaa. It's easy tn prosper where you
can raise 20 to 45 bu. of wheat to the ere mad buy on easy terasaw
A prominent druggist says, "Take for
'' 2
I
C3na A
example Dr. Kilmer's Bwamp-Koot- ,
a
S.V
y7W w S VI
W
laUlltl SMS, Ny W 4n
preparation I have sold for many years
Much
ana never hesitate to recommend, for in
Railway and Land Co's. are offering atrasan! Inducements to ho ne
Cj
.'V
almost every case it shows excellent resrekere tosettle in Western Canadaandenioy herprospenty. Loansmada
sults, as many of mv customers testify.
No other kidney remedy that I know of
'if
The Governments t the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba. Saakvtcha- has so large a sale."
waa and Alberta extend every encouragement to tha farmer and rauchoiao.
According
to sworn statements and
You, can obtain excellent land at low prices on easy terms, and $t high prices
verified testimony of thousands who have
for your grain, cattle, sheep and houe-lo- w
taxes (none on
r v
improvements), good markets and shipping facilities, free y
uea the preparation, the success of Dr.
crops.
splendid
climste
and
churches,
sure
schools,
i
Kilmers' Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact
that so many people claim, it fulfills alV
Bukiitrtwwiin mna Aitwrta, rtueKi mima raua, ew., apply u BuiwnauiiO
most every wish in overcoming kidney,
uuiarauiiskUUawa.Muaaa.ee
I
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urV
W. Y. EENXETT, loom 4, Bee Buildinf, GJIASA, KEBL
inary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
Canadian Government Agent
You may receive a sample bottle of
ivwamp-Koo- t
by Parcel Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
Valuable Space.
More to Answer For.
enclose ten cents: also mention this Daner.
"So you think people are too fat as
Meeker
You once
(reprovingly)
Large and medium vr.t bottles for sale
.
J
promised to love, honor and obey me, a rule?"
stores. Aav.
t inII arug
"I do," replied the conductor.
Hortense.
"If
everybody was thinner there'll be
Mrs. Meeker (now a militant suff)
Lights Beautify Garden. Well, to paraphrase Mr. Iloosevelt, room. for more people to stand up tn
The terrace In front of a large laundry plant has been beautified with n sI'bdw me n woman that doesn't make the car."
peculiarly beautiful sign which is the mistakes and I'll show you a woman
A Wise Suggestion.
combined product of an electrician's that doesn't do tilings. IinfTalo
Iicnham I've got his goat.
and a gardener's skill. Each letter
Mrs", llenhom
I'd keep it, with the
Is outlined In electric bulbs set in a
present cost of cows' milk.
Important to Mother
sheet metal frame which is painted
Examine carefully every bottle of
white on the Inside to reflect the
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
Don't think for a moment that any
light.
In the area inclosed by each metal for Infants and children, and see that it man is Interested In your troubles
unless he is a lawyer.
Bears the
letter geraniums have been planted.
The sign is very beautiful by day nnd Signature of
doubly so at night when the lights in use for over 8U Xears.
Illuminate the flowers, according to Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
wi
cold .
Popular Mechanics Magazine.
The
Lost.
electric bulbs are covered with ordinary Jelly glasses, to protect the flow"But what wns his reason for wanters from the heat nnd the bulbs from ing to mrirry?"
"None whatever. A man loses that
the weather.
before he does it."
sneeze,
The use of soft coal will make laun-flr- y
Visitors.
work heavier this winter. Red
Knicker Why are your wife's folks
Cross Bag Blue will help to remove
coming to visit you?
.
lhat grimy look. At all grocers, 5c.
Itocker They think I want to havo CASCARA
QUININE
their personal counsel.
You Bet She Did!
J

..K.X.

LLOYD GEORGE TELLS
PRESS OF AGREEMENT

PREMIER

s

SISB

lCsl.

WITH WILSON.

is as issftt&b as Chin fe'yir,f

ALL

POWERS III ACCORD

-

ftlR

rrl

TO ORGANIZE BRITISH
DELEGATION TO THE PEACE

PREMIER

CONGRE6S.
We'elern. Newspaper Union News Service.

London, Dec. 30. Premier Lloyd
George, in receiving American news-

paper correspondents at his residence
Saturday night, at) President Wilson
was ending his visit in London, and
returning to France, said that the conferences with the President had
brought about an agreement on gen
eral principles. The premier said he
felt assured that matters which had
been agreed ucon between America
and England would prove of the greatest assistance in the work of the
peace congress.'
An understanding virtually had been
reached already between the entente
powers regarding the admission of the
various nations to the peace conference itself, said tbe premier.
In his conference in Paris with the
premiers of France and Italy, Presi
dent Wilson had become fully acquainted with their views and he had
now also acquired a knowledge of the
British standpoint.
.
"And," continued the premier, "I
feel assured that all these powers are
In accord on the basic principles of
the peace which will come before the
conference. At any rate, it will be
certain that America and England will
be found working in complete harmony in the conference."
At the close of his remarks, answer
fng a question as to when he expected
the British delegation to go to Paris,
the premier replied that owing to the
necessity of elearing up the general
election and other pressing business it
could not be before the end of the first
week of the new year.
The newspaper men were received
after a long conference the premier
nd Secretary Balfour had with President Wilson and which was continued
at the premiers' dinner to "the President at his official residence in Downing street.
In an informal talk, the British
prime minister warmly welcomed the
American newspaper men to England.
He expressed gratification that he had
been able to meet them and spoke unrestrainedly of the important role
newspaper men had played in the promotion of the ends that all had at
heart in furthering the intimate friendship between the United StateB and
Great Britain.
. The premier said that owing to the
elections It had not been possible as
yet to organize the British delegyi,oiv
to the peace congress, but he Would
proceed immedial ely, now that the result was known, to take up the matter
the present
with his colleagues.-.A- t
time, he added, it could be stated that
only two mentt&rs Of ;'the. 'delegation
had been selected derlhttlji.-rneanin- g
himself and Foreign Secretary

B
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Less.

Good Crazing Land at
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Influenza, and kindred
diseases start th a

Don't trifle with it.

At the first shiver or
take

rn

FX

Mrs. Bunnon "Do you like movies
Particulars.
male leads?" Mrs. Ilenpeck
Lawyer "Did
he defendant go
'Xo, I like them where the mnle is
home In the interim?" Witness "Xo,
ed."
sir. He went home In n taxi."

ivith

1

'

How'aThls?

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
CLEANSES YOUR KIDNEYS

(or any case )f catarrh
cannot be cured by HALL'S
MEDICINE.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acts through tha Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Sold by druggists ior over forty years.
Price 75c. Teuvlmonlals free.
F, J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
We offer

,100.1

that

CATARRH

For centuries GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil has been a standard household remedy
for kidney, liver, bladder and stomach
trouble, and all diseases connected with

It is in accord with the eternal fit
ness of tilings that ghosts should walk
In the dead of the night.
,.
When' a husband and wife are of
the sain mind it Is a pretty safe bet
that the mind belongs to the wife. ,

ft.

Standard cold remedy for 30 years In table
form safe, sure, no opiates breaks up a cold
in 24 hours relieves grip in 3 days. Money
back if It tails. The genuine bo has a Red top
with Mr. HiU'a picture. At All Drug Stores.

Pierce's Plesssnt Pellets nut an ení te

sk-and bilious headaches, constipation, diss!
ness and indigestion.
"Clean bouse."1' Adv.

People would meet with fewer dis
appointments If they didn't . Kpc't
mqre than they. deserve.

the urinary organs. The kidneys snd blad
der are tbe most important organs of thebody, they are the niters, tbe purifiers of
your blood. If the poisons which enter
your system through the blood and stomach are not entirely thrown, out by the
kidneys and bladder, you are doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness,
nervousness,
despondency,
backache, stomach trouble,
headache, pain in loins and lower abdo-megal) tones, gravel, djfficujty when
urinating, cloudy and bloody urine,
sciatica and lumbago, all warn you
to look after your kidneys and bladder.
All these indicate some weakness of the
kidneys or other organs or that the enemy
microbes which are always present in your
svstem have attacked your weak spots.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are
,.:. .
what you jaeed.
Thy are not a "patent medicine," nor
a new discovery.
tor 200 years they
rieu-rnatis-

tTlie man who bows to the Inevitable,
seldom does it as n matter of courtesy.1

Faith will move mountain's ifl)iicked1
'" ." '
up with 'sufficient work.

have been a standard household remedy.
They are the pure, original imported Haarlem Oil your
used, and
are perfectly harmless. The healing, soothing oil soaks into the cells and lining of

the kidneys and through the bladder, driving out the poisonous, germs.
New life,
fresh strength and health will come as you
continue the treatment.tvAVhea completely restored to your usual vifibr continue
taking a capsule or two each day f they will
keep you in condition and prevent a return of the disease.
Do not delay a minute. Delays are especially dangerous in kidnev and bladder
trouble. All druist's sell GOLD MEDAL
I liar Iran Oil Capsules.
They w.ill refiljid
the money if not as represented. GOLD
MEDALi' Haarlem Oil .Capsules aTe'im- totted direct from thei laboratories in
Í
Thov irii Tirana rfA in
mmTIa
tity and convenient form, are easy to take
and 'are positively guaranteed.-tgive
prompt relief. In three sizes', sealed
Ask for the original imported
GOLD MEDAL, .Accept, no. substitutes,
Hol-nn- rl

o

pack-see-

Adv.

.

.

HÜN CABINET OVERTHROWN.

ATTMTIHÍ

Russia Denounce Germany and Abolish All Treaties.
Amsterdam, Dec. 30The Ebart
cabinet has fallen, according to the
Berlin Kreuz Zeitung. A Liebknecht- Ledebour-Elchorcabinet will be
formed.
Bolshevik!

In

.

&

1

1

"

-

EellanvPa, "I took Lydia E. RnkKam's Vegf.
stable Compound for female troubles and a displacement. I felt all run down and was very weak.
I had been treated by a physician without results,
, so decided to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
a trial, and felt better right away. I am keeping house
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
I was unable to do any work. Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take whenln this condition. I give you permission to publish
this letter." Mrs. E. E. Ckumlisg, K. No. 1, llellam, Pa.
Lowell,- - Mich.-r-"- I
suffered from cramps and draggin?
down pains, was irregular and had female weakness and
displacement I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a similar way." Mrs. Elise IIew.R.No. 6, Box 83,LowelLMich.

k

ished.
The last act of former Emperor Wil
liam was to expel the representatives
of the Russian government in Berlin.
The treaties with Germany have
been annulled by the German and Rus
sian revolutions.
The free Russian people will make
a truce peace with those of America,
Austria and Germany according to the
principles of Lenine.
The right to decide the destinies of
nations shall be reserved to the workmen of such nations, while the
having caused the war, must
pay Indemnities.
The union of Russia, Austria and
Germany must be established on the
ruins of militarism, imperialism and
capl-ttallst-

Why Not Try

economic slavery.
Million Picked for Demobilization.
Washington. Over 1,100,000 Ameri
can soldiers at home and abroad have
been designated for demobilisation
since the armistice was signed. Gen.
March gave the figures Dec. 28 at
937,000 men in home units to be dis
charged and 168,000 men and 6,800 of
ficers assigned by Gen. Pershing for
early convoy home from France. This
includes men already discharged and
those who have landed from France.
To data reports show 533,334 men and
15,409 officers discharged.

'

To do ' ybixr duty during these trying
'1 times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women

Warsaw. German soldiers arriving
here from Vilna. have brought with
them copies of a declaration of Bolshevist principles which were posted
at Vilna. The proclamation, which is
addressed to the workers of th" world,
especially to those in the central em- plres,-isigned by Lenine and Sverd- loff. It makes these declarations:
is abol
The treaty of
Brest-Litovs-

1

Ój' Br'
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rnmimm cnwmm
LYDIA E.PMKHAM

Itcliinfl Hashes
Soothed

"

rilh Cuticura
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Accurats Knowledge.
"Say, Jim, what are them seismographs?"
"Why, they're the signal for earthquakes to start going, bo.",
Some men make opportunities for
others to take advantage of.

MEDICINE

CO. LYNN. MASS

Coughing

j

Is snnoyinff end harmful
Heüevé tnroat
irritation, tickiiruf and get rid of couch,
colds and hoarseness at once) by uiiag

s.

The Spanish -- American
Rbuistekku Acodst

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

$1.50

Sabicriptioa

Entered as

second-clas-

s

Yeu

Per.

matter

t the American '.Willingness to'

postoflice in Roy, New Mexico.

STAND

THE

WITH

one-luil-

y

'1
k

I ':

pro-wa-

freed

German

from

oppression,

270,-00-

í

;

!

;

::
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Have you seen the Ford Model T One Ton
.Truck Chassis? It íf, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
this
and a direct worm drive,
Ford motor,
truck will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars; the supreme
value from point of effective service and low
The 'Ford
cost of operation and maintenance.
Detroit.
is
f.o.b.
$559.
Truck
Qhassis
One Ton
question.
body
on
the
buyers
We'll assist
Come in and let's talk it over.

.

AMERICAN SPIRIT
t
RELIED ON TO WIN.
In the light of succeeding events It
Is Interesting to recall the confidence
With which-thUnited .States Food
Administrator viewed the gloomy outlook In July of 1917, when this coun
try bad been In the war for less lhau
four months and the Germans were
steadily aendlng the western froW
nearer and nearer to Pr.rls.
"Even though the situation
may be gloomy today," he h
lared In a public statement, "no
American who. baa knowledge of the
remits already obtained In every direction, 'í'yerf bave one a toni ' of f a r
tha democracy will not defend Itself

TWO MARES FOR SALE
CheaD. 5 and 12 years old, well
broke to work anywhere. Priced
to SELL, on time to suit the buy
ta'tbeaá pnlted Stateá"'
er, one, two, or three years.
r

'

V'

Sunday of eacl
Services
11
a. m. 8,00 PM.
month at
4th Sunday of eaoh month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn
ing service.

.

ill

1

PLEASANT VIEW-Firs- t
Sunday each Month

!!!

IN LITTLE
THINGS LAST PROOF
'OF--í PATCOTISM
j

é
i; i

r.
!

a

-

BAPTIST

m

ii

First Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Services' 11 A. M.,

mi

.

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor,

without murmuring, cut
oar
pounds: a . month to three and then at
long
Bd b to two pounds tot
.Americans

tbdr sugar,, allowance.., from
.'j:'V.-í4-

.

v

Food Will Vb th World.
America' earned the gratlWda of

al-

lied nation during war by sharing
food. America onder peace may. win
tbe world'! good wUl ,by saving to

bare.

'

r

TO THE BOYS

P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
f

ji wiwMmiM

Free

fv

Amrte' fUáf
Gere
.

!!rt

Jn Th'r Drkct

"

Rev. Fr.

Repair Work

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.
(incorpo rated
)

ROY,

1

roprietor

Y. P. S. C. E,
Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President
MiSS U I.I.I AN Umsra, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,"
Roy, N. M., every Sunday even-- '

oy Garage

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors. .

and LIVERY

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11a m and 7:30 p m.

J. W. BECK, Manager.
Col. F.O.WHITE

J. B. LUSK

ct i o nee r

A u

-

SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make " you
Money to consult me before making your, SALE PATES.;
No Sale too Near or too Far. :
'
'
"
; .....
'
'I'
v.
No Sale too Large or Small(- -

:

NEW MEXICO

New-Mexico..:-.

SERVICES

tBradleji..'
2nd A 4Ü

:
i

e

AMERICAN GIRLS BRING
CHEER TO WOUNDED.
'

"My wound hurts like h
, but I
don't Intend to pass up this chnnce to
talk to on American girl."
This sentiment, voiced by on American soldier, retlected the feelings of
many of bis wounded comrades when
In Paris after the recent
drive north of Ver
tí .in", according to reports Just received
by ho American Keil Cross from work-iParis. These reports, testifying
to the wonderful cheerfulness of h
wounded men. soy that many of theia
reft. sed to continue their journey so
the h'jsyltal until ihey hud a c!.:::ie

'they arrived
franco-America-

n

"There Is no royal road to
We can only
food conservation.
accomplish this by the voluntary
action of our whole people, each
element In proportion to Its
needs. It Is a mutter of equality

' Office.",

n

New Mexico,-

-,

of burden."
The truth of this statement,
made by the United States Food
Admlnlstrat&r soon after we entered the war, has been borne
out by the history of our exports. Autocratic food control
In tjie lands of our enemies has
broken down, while democratic
food sharing has maintained the
health and strength of this country and of the Allies.

Quick Cure for Croup ;;

v Watch for tbe first aymptom, boake-nes- a
and give' Chamberlain's Coujfh
Whatever It necessary America iflU
ead. That was America's pledge o Remedy at ODce'. ' tt is prompt and ef-'
tbe Interallied food cüi&olt. MA be- fictual, "
cause the American food army bal
hitherto made good they took heart
od went forward.
Cured at a cost of 52 cen ts

come.

Melville Floersbeim,

He Patronizes

Me!

REFERENCIAS:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank;
Mills, N. M

"Vfour

nothing
guests wUlcheer-full- v

snare simple fare

Be Proud to be

a food szever

HARMONY LODGE No. 24.
Meets 1st and 3rd, Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker; N. G.
Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chanman. Prnnrietnr.

Office and Exchange,
LONG-DISTANC-

Johnson,

N. G.
Sec'y ,

' Rebekah Degree

y

Connects with

M.-E-

.

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

e

11 A.M.'

.

Roy Telephone Co.
day-Wast-

Sundsjs t liberty,

Wm, G.

É. Las Vegas, Ñ.M.

.

bteam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel

one block from the
Depot, in the"
Main Business District

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

Will find this the

Solano, Mosquero," Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand Intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

0

--

s

right place.
-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Great Acts Live Lcig.
prest act doe? not perish with the
llfo of the man who performed It; It
lives nnd grows up into tho lives and
acts of those who survive him and
cherish his memory. General Sir William, Itobcrtson.
A

.

11 A. M.

HOilESTEAD LODGE 48
Meets at its own, Hall
Every Wednesday
'
Evening
Visiting Brothers always wel

ft

-

Farm, enterprise and much soft cora
"Eicht years ago when we first mov
Increased pork' supplies, food conserto Mattoon, I was a great sufferer
ed
ts
exporta-i-tot-al
varon Increase
iron) indigestion and cortstipation,'-writes
doubled.
Mrs. Robert "fAliisoiij Matoon
111. "I hsd frequent Jieadaehes and dii-zapells, tnd there w a feeling like
FAITH JUSTIFIED
a heavy Weight pressing on my stora
BY EVENT8.
Rch and chest all tbe time. I felt mis
eradle. Every morsel of food distressed
I do not believe that drastic
nd felt
me. I ceuld hot rest at nigh'
mainneed
be applied to
force
tired and worn out all of the time. One
tain economic distribution and
bottle of Chamberlain's Tablets cured
sane ose of supplies by the
me and I hav since felt like a differ
great majority of American people, and I have learned a deep
ent ptyson.
and abiding faith in the Intetli- Daily Thought.
gence of the average American
Every thought which genius and
anwe
whose
man,
aid
business
piety throw Into the world, alters ths
tlcipate and depend on to reme- Emerson.
world.
dy the evils developed by the
war. Herbert Hoover, August
- u
10, 1017.

Bqy less - Serve less
Eat 6ny3 meals a

1

,

M

mm
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Hour

Patriot's Plenty

:

.

Solano, ' S, P
L PRATT, Pastor,

,

1

DEMOCRACY V3. AUTOCRACY.

..

tv.

, 8.00 P.

.

You can have SALE BILL
printed .jafldfnake' dfai'iit the
Spanieh-America-

'

ON SOLANO CIRCTJIT

1st and 3d Sundsj s
t Mosquero,
,. ,

-

Physician in Charge.
:

Mrll3

a m and 7:30 p ro
J. M. WILSON,
Pastor

-

Phimlee Hospital

v

a m and 7:30 p m

11

If you want the services, of an

Given all Business Entrusted

;

,

11

Noted, Tried, Experienced 2nd
and 4th Sunday' at

Prompt and Careful Attention

ROY

at Roy Christian

3rd Sunday
Church
.

Attorney at Law
to me

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

New Mex.

Eyes .Tested tod 'Glasses
'
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

!'

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

At Reasonable Rates.
Expert Mechanics
ÜASOLINE STA.

'.

AIImhi

.

Cars Housed and Cared for

ROY,

f Food

to Ú

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
.at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

tj('

lao j
noihin

MLrwmLKrrinrrA tLi vumvxmp.m jr.ajw

ahip-men-

The French soldier havs furloutbs
which they can spnd at borne. The
iKngllsh llfhtcrs go back to Blighty.
But oar boy hare the ocean between
them and borne. They cannot come
hotos on furlough, and It remain! for
the American Red Croai to try and
tHke borne to them.
f
Thla la particularly true In regard
to the convalescent homes. Here all
reversion to hospital Ufe la avoided.
Books, games, music, social evenings
surrouadlngs help them
land home-lik'to throw off the grim business of war
until they are really able to recover.
The housekeeper Is always a motherly woman, usually American, who
looks after the comfort of her chnrgea
and helps them to pack up all Imaginary troubles In the old kit bag.
The American lied Cross now has
six of these homes In operation.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10 A.M. each Sunday,.

at

1,(500,-(XK),0-

aelrve
WAaiál

3,

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PÉ.
O. W. IIea'hn, Pastor.

m

-

Our iSoi Gospel

at

p.m.

V.

.

LOYALTY
".

tion Indicates an Increase In hogs of
not loss than '8 per cent, and not
mojie than 13 per cent, as compared
with one year ago, with an Increase in
the average weight.
Following the request of the I'. S.
Food Administration for an Increase
In hog production for marketing In the
fall of 1018 end the spring of 191Í) the
Increase may yield not less than
pounds more of pork products
than were available last year. Without this Increase the shipping program
crrarjged by Mr. Hoover regarding an
lmal food products would have been
impossible.
.
The dressed hog products during the
three months ending September 30,
1917. amounted to 003,172,000 pouudS,
while for the corresponding months of
1918 the dressed bog products totaled
1,277,580,000, an Increase of over
pounds for tbe quarter.
During tbe same period for 1917 the
records of Inspected alaugbter of
dressed beef-- . showed 14263,000,000
pounds at against 1,454,000,000 pouuda
for , the three ron.th period .endtug
September t, W year.

-

2d

ROY GARAGE, Agents."

lite

Supt

ROY

,

0

jjntll ihg new beet ainj Louisiana cane
sugar crops w.re lu sigiit.
Now tins Jiatlon is ja a position so
that If we (dioose we my return to
our normal home use of sugar, and
Europe, with the release of slops to go
far afield, can maintain Its recent restricted rations. If, iKWcwr, those
nations are to increase their use of
sugar very considerably it mart lie by
our continued sharing with. ihem
through llmitiug our own consiunp-tlon- .

Your

CHRISTIAN-

Au-Ru-

MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS AND RANCHES
I am still. in the buisness big
eer than ever, and am in a posi
tion to pay you o your loan as
ouick as any other Co. that is do
ine buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are mad to please
you not ourselves.
J. E. vVildman, Loaa Agency,

i:o::i

Through Increased production und
conservation we will be able this year
s
to export seven times our
average , exports of pork product!.
With the heavy demands added in caring for the millions who have been

.

Solano New Mexico

i

Pre-VV-

four-i'.ion;-

FRESH MILK COW for SALE
on 12 months time. Young calf
J. S. Horton
at side.

TAKES

Justified In Stimulation
cf Pork Production Sevenfold
Increase Over
Exports.

Department of Agriculture and the
Tood Administration are Justified to
day in our every action of stimulation
Our normal consumption of sutfur In of hog production. In tito coming year
period lnyinnlns with the greatest world shortage will bo In
tie
July litis I. con HHj.Ot'') tons per niontli, fats, and' pork will ielpto save this
a total of 1,000,000 for the quarter situation. The elTicacy of the policy
of stimulated production has built up
year.
stringency In this country supplies which will cu
In July, when our.;-u;,'ahe'an to reach Its height, consumption able us to supply a very large part of
In
the ff)t deficieiiey of the world.
was reduced to 200,000 tons. In
beef there must be a shortage in
.only "25,000 tons went into disdue largely to 'limlled refrigeratribuí!. n and In Scpueiber only
All freezer ships
terns. In October tie, distribution tor ship capacity.
available, however, will be tilled by
fell lo ?:),000 tons.
If the Keneral public Imd failed to America, Argentine stid Australia.
The contribution made by the proobserve (ho injunctions of the Food
Administration this couvitny would ducers of this country to the war pro- have been in the throes of. a sujtnr gram as npplyliii purtlcularly to anifamine before the end of August. Our mal food product ls llliutruted by tho
following:
visible supples were so low as to brin
Itoporis compiled by the itT. K. Degreat anxiety to those faniUiar with
tiie sugar situation. They feared that partment of Agriculture Indicate an
it would be absolutely Impossible to increase in cattle of 10,2t$S,0'J0 head
hogs.
These llgures
reduce consu.nttlon to a point where and
sugiir would no longer be a mere lux- were compiled to January 1 last.
In this period there was a decrease
ury In the American diet.
Few accomplishments of the Food In sheep of SIO.OOO head. The indicaAdministration wiij stand forth so pr,e- - tions nre thaj this decrease will show
an Increase, according to recent redomljiantly as this reduced consumption of sugar. By it .we have been able ports.
Since January 1 unofficial Informato bridge over the period of stringency

mend anything from the Break
of Day to a liroKen ueari.

If interested see Depot Agt.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
SITUATION.

SAVE

A. M

Abernathy,

G. R.

Fat

ALLIES.

The fact tlmt the people of Ununited States were able to reduce by
f
million tons their
uione than
July, August, September and October
consumption of iu,nr proves ronclu-slvi'lthat- their war conscience' was
tljoroiiizlily awuktiied and that the
country as a whc.It stood ready to fol
low the Injunctions of the Govern men t.

trouble go to the Lib

at once.

Meet World

Will

of Low Supplies.

n

Have 4 Good Milk Cows,'
HOLSTEINS and JÉRSETfS,
Wil! sell for $300,00 if taken

io

10;

presence is necessary.

Government

pa
Su')sribe to your home-towDON'T DELAY,
per, theS-A- .

L. N, DeWEESE, Mosquero, N. M.

American Hogs

Meets each Sunday at
at Christian Church.

Shortage.

By Reducing '"Consumption People of
the United State Averted a
Famine at Homo In Spite

"

ra c:3ss

Help

;rn

FARMERS

keeneat.anticipation.
Springer Times

fei

Increase

luxury Demonstrated

AT THE
CHRISTMAS
SCHOOL
REFORM
About thirty Sqringer people
braved the cold Christmas night
and were driven in autos to the
New Mexico Reform .School
where an elaborate program was
rendered. The Yuletkle spirit
was disqlayed in the smiling faces of the boys, who enjoyed each
number to the fullest extent-- in
fact all who were present entered into the spirit of the affair
without reserve and there promises to be more of these happy
meetings in the future.
To the observing stranger, one
boys are
fact was evident-t- he
under control of a man whose
heart and soul is in his work; a
man who has the respect and admiration of his charges and who
has the long years of experience
necessary to obtain the best results with these boys who have
uever had a chance.
Mr.idcPike issued a cordial in-- .
vltation to those present to come
again. and all are looking for
waud ia the next recital with

When

Give Up

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

RILL DUTY

OURJjMBOl

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Church Directory

UEAT PRODUCERS-DI-

SUGAR SHOWED

!7. 191S.

.

TH3
C

Liberty Garage

SPAMISH-AMEniCA-

Ü. Strong, County Treasurer,

Tjní! J. Taylor, Abstracto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Blacksmith & Machine Shop

Mora, New Mexico

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lines

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

-

Garage
Oxy-Acetyle-

rt

Gas and Oils:
Welding,

d

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
Reasonable Rates.

Bring

all

AI Matters

entrusted to

us

Notice
Clarence

at
3

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
'
19! 8
Dec

Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 16-- ill 8.
hereby given that

3

Tiiotípsin, of S;iuno, N.

M.

Its Our Business to Fix Them.

R, A. PENDLETON & SON,

Proprietors,

Notice is hereby given that
i's I'.iil.itl. of Rey, N. V. win en
2:ni! I91?- nade lí. I". No. 02"f)2l
NW2 NEi,
Sic;
J
wnsiip 20 .North, Kani;o 25
E. N- - - p- - Moi'idian, has fikd notice
o" intention to make Final Three Year
Troof, to establish' claim to the land
above des:; o
',
before F, II. Ftwter U. S. C'onimission- er at Roy N. M. on Feb. P 1313.
Claimant names as witnesses:
.
Federico Eieuibcl Adolofo Montoyu
Ni.-be- s

M. who, en Nov. 23.1HU, Add). Sep. 11
191", made II. E. No. 01S'31, adai. No.
WJ-SE- J,
025131, for NE1-SWNW'i
NJ-SE- J;
SW.,& NVVJ; Stfcl7. WJ-NEEi-SEi- ;,
SSI HEl Sec. 20 & SEJ-NE- i;
Sjc. 13, T1SN. R27, E. , N.M.P.M

of
ha filed notice
to
intention
make lir.al three year proof, to estab- ish claim to the land above described,
before- F. II. Foster, 13. S, Commis-- F
sioner, at his othcn Hoy, N. :.)., on
on Feb.'li , 1919.
.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J w. Church
John Reckman
John Horcón
E.H. Hughes

your Mechanical Troubles to us,

rOit PUBLICATION

-

4E-NW-

'

.

i

l

1

'

Tito Huriad')

Cs'edon

Resources,
Loans

&

Discounts,

$122,173.96
1,250.05
31.03

Read the annexd
Statement of
our condition;
It reflects the
healthy condition
of a growing

BANK

'

Overdrafts,
Real Estate, Furniture
and Fixtures,

5,855.00

Cash dne from Banks,

59,690.40
$189,000.44

Liabilities,
Capital, Surplus and
Undivided Profits,
Deposits,
Reserved for Taxes.

;

33,598.48
155,2.01.96
200.00
.

$189,000.44

"

0
"

PAZ VALVERDE,

.Grow with us.

Register.
'

'

Heglstsr
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Dentist!

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

Col. Frank O. White,

Frank L. Schultz,

Department of the interior. U. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Dr. Hannah,

1918
Dec. 20,
Notice is hereby given that
Thomas F, Tipton, of 3al;noso, N. M.
1912 &
1913.
who, on
made

Past 14 years in Denver,
now of

Hoiiusteal Entries ros.

Stajifill&Hannah
Tucumcari,

ROY, New Mexico,

016406-&02426- 6

1913

Dec. 10
Notice is hertly given that ju
given thr.t TOE
hereby
is
Notice
M.
N,
who
Reece B. (Jardener, of Roy
Roy New Mexico
'
T.
Wright,
on July 2Cth li15,
made H. E. No. Charles
1914 mada Homestead
11
on
June
who
NWJ-NW020550. fur
Entry 018001, for EJ; Sec. 7 Twp. 21N
NWJ-Se- í,
filed no-t- o
18 N; Range 27 S, N. M. P. M., has
Township
P,
Section

new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a

Eliseo C.Cordova, U..S
Trementina New Mexico, on Feb. 1,'IS.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bentjra Qj ntana, Petrolino Quintano
All of Trementina, New Mexico.
LulaI. Tii tot, Salinoso,
Damacio Delan y,. Watro'js, N.M.

His next dates will be

Jan.
FOR SALE or will trade for
a good Ford or other light
A team of big Mules
car
and good set of heavy all leather Harness, worth $350.

Inquire at the

S-- A,

FRANCISCO DKLGADO,
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

office

R irsre 25 E. N.

Land Bargain

Reliable Medium of Exchange,
OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS
..

Farm Loans, Insurance,
Auction Sales,- - Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

T.
Office ia

the

-

old Telephone

ir.!...

:

iu.

.

:

'.

.

$7X)ÓanÁcre,

Jm?.

uilding, ROY, N. M.

ON BAND
applica-tio- n

is made.
MILLS,

'

''

of'

íí'

-

Ni-sSec. 12,
fcffore R H. .Foster, U. S, See. 1!; KW-SÉ- J
N. M. P.
Commlssipner "at ' Iky,' NY M., oh the Towaiyp 16 H, Rang
lOthidáyof ft$m!ry-Meridian, faaa filed notice of 'Intention
'
tomato five Year Proof, to establish
Claimant namti
to the land above described, beclaim
rederieo EequibeL Adpifo Menta?
G. Ogle, US.Coramissioner at
Celedón Ecquibfl Niebei kUÍ3Í .... fore W.
N.M. on "'Jan. 29 1919.
VL'li.)ttfM,
'
t--l
All of Roy, New Mxic
Claimant
nameA
M witnesses:'
FRANCESCO DELGADO,
''
'
Tibtpn,
Sabinoso, . ,
F.
,
Regiei.
"
'
Damacio Delaney,' Watrous, ,t
Ventura Quintana, '
thorSbred
Fine
FOR
Paradofin Quintana, Trementina, N.M,
.
eigh
old,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,- - Register,
weeks
tf
"7
Pigs,
Duroc
'

r

C. Wood,

t

;

v

.

i;

Money to Epan

J.

ÑóticE For publication

DeitaHent
the lrnterior'. U. S. Land
pm af Sania Te, Néw Mélico
in the SahtaFe "and district, an! Oh Department f tht Interior, V. S. Land
'
l?Í8
December,.
Jane Í4th, 19ÍÍ, mad H E. no 0166U
OSc at Santa Fe, $iew. Mexico '
Notice i hereby given thai '
Sec,'7, Twp20N
for lot 4, and
w
Dec." II 1918
Rng. tSEvaitaated in Clvton landdst, '
Lula Ej, Tiptoji, of abiño8Íl'N.M.'who
Notice is hereby jpi ven that
Í on Fe. á.'ÍW2,Triade
N. M. P. Meridian haa filed notice oí
016407
Stuart 8 Tipton, of Sabroso. N, M,. for Loís 2&i See. 6F'T)N,;,R24Eí' REI
intention to; make Fjnal
Proof, to establish claim ta the land, who on Oct. 16th, 19Í3, inade
SWJ 4 Let 4, Sec.,1, TyplTN, R24E
Entry NoOrM12 for .iPi-SEabove described;.
;, r ..,..
N. It. P. M has Yiled notieot intrn.

u wttaei''

Pays on loatf day,

PPUCATION.

Home-atoa- d

Wi3 buy it if taken Soon,
3.Uke inquiry of ihe S-.1

NOTICE FOR

;

J

--

pro.

tf

tion
to' ea- make. . ve i year
muiian ciaiui vo uie tana aoovt 0- scribed before Elineo & Cordova, U.S
Commissioner a,t Trementina,
New
Mexico on Feb. IsT 1919." v , "

, Claimfi" names as witnesses:'

'it

PelrrtkK)r;Qu1ntaiiV'

Centura Quintana,

'

NOTICE FOn PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
December 2d, J918,
Notice is hereby given that
Delfina Aguilar, of Roy, New Mexico,
who, on Sept. 30th, 1915, under Act of
February 19tb, 1909 - .t - :'!,!
made Homestead Entry. No,
024820, fir SWJ SWi, Sec. 26:
i,
Sec. 26ANEÍ, Sec 35, TwpV
19, N. , Range 24, E.. ; N MPM.;hai file
notice of intention to ' make Finai
Three year Proof tQ establish' claii
'
'
to the land above 'described! before
F.:H. Foster, U. S. CmmissiofieirIV
at 'his office at Roy, New Mexico, en
. January ibin, litis.
"
'
Claimant ñame as wÜBassét Í :
Juan Isidro Hómo,v Sfério Garcia
Florencio Esquibei, Vicenta Martinez
K-nall of Roy; New Mexic?'
.-

'

SJ-S-

a

J

SE:,--

TrF.fTplo--

Cll'.:'.

'FÉANClStítfDüLGJtDaV

'A

Trementina,,

.,

'

1-

.

,

NewMex.

SEi-NEJ-

.

The JPlumlee Hospital
ROY,

SJ-SE- J,

.'..;

NEWMEX.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,
Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
Physician in Charge.
We! also have Cottages

Separate iromjheillpspital,

with Sleeping Porches, 3
For Tubercular Patients.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and, Toilet Articles

.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

25 EN. M. P. M.
N, Ran-'filed notice of intention to maka final
three year proof to establish claim to
the land abovi describid, before F. K.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on Feb, fith, 1919

20

PureDrugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals'and Stationery

N.Mex.

, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

J

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 10,

191?

Notice la hereby given that
of Bueyeros N. M
Nlcklaua Hayoz,
who, on Dee, 17 1913, addl. April 13th;
made H. E. no. 016014, addl. no. 022931
Sec. 12 Twn. 19N
ior. NWi; SWi-NEi;

SEi-SW-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION" .'
Land
Department of the Interiort-Uvfi- .
Dámátiá Delány
N'.M, '"
Office at Santa Fé, New Mexico, .,--2
December 2d, 1918,
RAISCO P$ÜfflfáK
..
V., .
JVKXIBIr.
.. ,.;
"Notice is fcereby given--tha- t
Henry Ci Horn, of Mills, N.
'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICAtlON '
'
on Jone 14, 1915, and July 28, 1916,'
Department of The Interior.' U.
40 lbs. Pri.ces right .
023838
entry
and ad
made Hemefl'ead
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. .,
U. SI ,añd Ó(fiM"8anta."Fe' New, Méx
See T. A. Smith-- , Roy New Mex.
Sec, 13
ditional 024275, for
,.,r r Uecvzl,i!íJ8..rt..v,,,J-- ;
,
'J., PleasantVíéwl Department of the Interior, Ü. S, Land
,
i,
Sec 14; .i-NE- ii
"Notice
hereby
given ,that,;:
is
Sec,
Twp,
23
24,
N
and
NWi,
21,
1918.
Se.
Office Santa Fe, N. M.Dec.
Wi
Notice is hereby given . that Ramon Francisco Mora, of Sabinoso N. Met. 21 North. Rnge, 24, Easter.
whoj'on :Aug."10,: 1914,'made H. R N. M. P. M.i haa filed notictí of inten
Fresquez, . of Sabino so, N. M.,who,
Act of Feb. 3, J911) seriaj No. 021C63 tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
on Nov. S, 1915, made homestead en'Sj-Sfor
and S SWi Section 35 to establish claim to the land above
.Si-S&
try, No. 0250(54. for
17 N Range 24 East
Township
M P described, before F. H.. Foster, U.'S,
Sec.25, T. 17N, R. 24E. N.M.P.Meri- M.,
filed
has
notice
to Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
of
intention
dian, has filed notice of intention to
New Mexico, on the 15th day of Jan.
make Three Year Proof, to establish nake Final Three Year proof, to estab
lish
claim
to the land above described, 1919.
claim to the land above described,
Claimant names as witnesses:
V II Foster, ü. S.. Com'r at before F.H. Foster, U. S. Com mis oner
at Roy New Mexico, on January 28 1919 : Mrs. Emma Seaman, Ed. Cheney .
Roy, N.N. Jan. 28, 1919.
T. A. Turner,
R. E. Andt rson,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
all of Mills, N. M.
Jose R. Torres
Ramon Fresquez
Francisco" Mora
Jose 11 Torres,
FranciscoDbuiaDO, Regibtei
Cipriano Lujan
Juan Lujan
Desidero Lucero
Frank l.ujan,
All of Sabinoso New Mexico
all óf Sabinoso, N. M. '
NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION
FRANCISCO DELGADO:
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Register.
Clayton, N. M., Dec. 1, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that
Frederico Esquibei, of Roy New Mex.
made H. E.
who, on July, 12th 1915,
Sec, 8 and
No. 02u45:t for NWJ-NWThe Roy Drug Store
NW1-SWnnd SJ SWJ. Sec. 5 Twp.

t.

'

PAZ VALVERDE,.
Register

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

-

320 Acres, 300 acres Plow-2- 0
acres canyon with good
Spring; 2 miles of extra
good fence, Five miles from
town level road, 60 acres
under cultivation,

make Three Year

Ü' F. lerldiao, has

filed notice of intention to make Three Proof, to establish claim to the land
n. t osier,
year proof to establish claim to the above described, before
New Mex-Ne- w
Roy,
Commissioner,
at
S.
U.
before
F.H.
land above described,
Mexico.
Poster, U.?. Commissoner at his office
Jan.211019
at Roy Aew Mexico, on reb. o VJiv
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Herb Davis
J. M, Beal-J.M. Finch
P.J. LaumbKuch
J. N. Wright
J. S, Christman
Leandro Archuleta Dan Laumbauch
All of Roy New Mexico,
All of Roy New Mexico.

i.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa' Ke New Mexico,

Dec. 27, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Onofre
'Boj,'- N....M.: who,
Eequibel.,"
on Bar, 1,1913 made H. E. N017988 for
SK1-SE- J
sec 12T20N, R24& situated

J,

i,

Will be in ROY Regularly in land tbove described, betora

future.

J,

J,

A

filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the

,
Commissioner

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, '
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
D?c. to 1918

Roy Realty &.Loan Company,

Lot 4, Sec. 6, Tw p. 16N, Rrg. 24 B. &
NEJ-SW& SEJ-NW- i;
Lots
J
ser-.tior- i
NWl-SE- i
SWJ-NE- J
&
J,
Tw. 16 N, H23E. NMPM. has

of

.

At the close óf business,
December 31st, 1918.

U. S. Bonds,

All of Roy, New Mexico.

all of Solano N M
PAZ VALVERDE,

3

SJ-N-

1.

1

ROY TRUST and SAVINGS

BANK

and Customers,
is the Wish of the
Officers and Directors
of this JJank.

lie spee!l.i!ly Solicited.

NOTICE

.

To all its many Friends,

DEPARTMENT

dispatched with Promptness' and Aocurj

Your UusIiikhs

Department of the' Interior, U. S. Land
Office

Cylinders
and Roarings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Re-bore-

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Condensed Report of the

New Year

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Automobile Accessories,
Repair Work,

Prosperous

-

General Elacksmithing; Horse Shoehig; Repair Work
Expert Wood Work; J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,
,

A Happy and

e

Claimant names as witnesses:
Adolofo Montoyo Celedón Esquibei

filed Bbtice of intention to make Final
to v the land , above

described, before
U. "s! ' Cómmisoner
oince ui twjy, new luejito, un uia
.

'fc H.
niu
5 ;,

Foster,'

:
.

Jan.

'

1919

31

, ;. .

;

.1-1-

8

:

-

i NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
,

Dec 10 191 $
Notice is hereby given that John
IB. Horiibaker, of Roy N. M. , who on
.
4. v.m
June z. iia. and-ad- d
maae n. iu, no. vzvu ana aaai. ino.,
and 8 Sec 1, T
021460 for lots
20 N. R25 F Lots 3,
Sec 31, TJ2IN
R 26Ej Lot? 1,2,3,4, Sec.6, Twp. 20N R
26E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention" to make Tbjee Year Proof
to establish claim to' the land above
described before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy. New Mexico,
Jan. 23, 1919 '
.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Virgil Haltom
Lue Peiffer
J. F. Gibson
J. H. Mahoney
all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVE RDF,

Jn

Regisu.v
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of fhe Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. 101918
Notice is hereby given that
J&J
of Bueyeros N M.
Tito M. Vigil,
who on Nov. 21, 1913, made H. E. No.
for S E 1, Sec. 17, Twp. 21 N.
Range 31 K , New Mexico
P. .M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver at Clayton
New Mexico, on January;
21 1919
010936

Claimant names as witnesses:
Leandro Vigil
Candelario Vij,nl
Tito Hurtado
Ignacio Mastau
Abran Garcia
Juan F. Garcia
of Mills New Mexico.
AIÍ of Bueyeros New Mexico
'
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Roy, New Mexico,

, 4. W

,

.

Claimant names aa witnesses:
Ben Belief. ': y.-...A.' Beller
Pedro Texjer of. Bueyeros New Mex. '
T.i , fiitche)l of Albert New Mex. .
' ''
FAZ VALVERDE,,,
Register.

THE

FOREIGN

Ail EPITOPE

OF

LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEAR8 OF MANKIND.
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ABOUT THE WAR
Slam has a war bill against Germany of 597,550, It wag announced.
Fire hundred and seventeen ships
have been added to the British navy
ince August, 1914, It wa. announced
In London.

Italy's war damages amount to more
than 100,000,000,000 lire (about
according to Finanza
Italia of Rome. '
Sixty-eigh- t
thousand American soldiers had been returned from overseas
Dec.21, and slightly more than 500,000
In this country had been mustered out.
Italy's losses in killed, wounded,
dead of disease, disabled, missing and
prisoners aggregate 2,800,000, according to Col. Ugo Pizzarello of the Italian army.
A battalion of infantry has occupied
Mannheim by order of Marshal Foch
In order to watch the prison camp
near Zurich, where 10,000 allied prisoners await liberation, according to
the Badische Landes Zeltung.
Wives and sweethearts of the mutinous German sailors have seized rifles and Joined in defense of the royal
palace against the civil guards, according to a dispatch filed in Berlin, and
received by the London Express.
Bolshevist have occupied the courts
in Essen, ejecting all the Judges, according to a Zurich dispatch received
by the Paris Le Journal. The dispatch said the German press is becoming more pessimistic regarding the
new revolt.
A group of Americans of German
birth, who have been in Munich
throughout the war, unable to secure
American passports, met and drew up
a petition to President Wilson asking
for "quick food relief for Germany,
an dalso assistance in returning to the
United States."
' There was sharp fighting throughout Odessa for several hours Dec. 18
in which 5,000 French troops participated. French cannon, on the water
front and the big guns of the French
battleship Justice fired over the city,
bombarding the Republican camp be.

yond.

WESTERN
American Socialists hope to' have a
delegation at the international Socialists' Congress at Lucerne, Switzerland,
next month, it was announced in Chi',
"
cago.
Baron Nóbuakí Maklnoi, head of the
Japanese delegation en" route tb: the
Versailles peace conference," arrived
in San Francisco from Japan-othe
steamer Tenyo Marti.'
. Five persomr willcompose
the Jted
Croes mission being sent to Siberia- to
inspect. Ibe w;qrk pf the organization
there; The. mission, is- - headed by
George W. SJmnionsTof St. Louis with
rank of. major.
Two convicts who escaped from Flor-- '
ence (Ariz.), penitentoary,. kidnaped'
the daughter 'of a Pinal county cattle-- ;
roan .and espap,ed Ir an .automobile,;
were taken "into custody at Douglas,'
Ariz., "by the military authorities, while
endeavoring to cross the line Into Mex'

n.

-

The German government has announced that no more titles, honors or
decorations will be conferred.
Included in th New Years' festivl-tie- s
at Santiago, Chile, will be a ceremony marking the inauguration of art
aerial postal service between Santiago
and Valparaiso.
President and Mrs. Wilson were In
Buckingham palace Thursday after a
Journey from Calais to London, during
which' they were accorded all the honors ever given royalty.
General Pershing has issued an order to all American commanders to
fully with the French government in measures against excessive use of alcoholic liquors.
Rumors that the former emperor of
Germany has been assassinated became current in Paris, notably in the
Chamber of Deputies, Thursday evening. There was not the slightest confirmation of the report up to Saturday morning.
George Creel, chairman of the committee on public information, returned
to Paris tonight from a trip to Verdun
and the Argonne region.
Edgar E.
Sisson, his principal assistant, who accompanied him, stated that the report
that Mr. Creel had resigned was untrue.
There Is complete harmony between
the United States and the allies upon
the basic principles that will form the
foundation of the peace which will
write finis to the greatest war in history and, it Is hoped, to all wars. Such
in substance was the message of
Christmas cheer which Woodrow Wilson, commander in chief of the American army, conveyed to 10,000 American troops gathered about him in a
vast wheat field near Humes, twenty
miles from Chaumont, in his speech
Wednesday.
The President said that
the leading allied, statesmen so far
have voiced the same views upon the
peaec conditions as himself.
No more regal setting ever had been
arranged in Buckingham palace than
that which greeted President Wilson
and Mrs. Wilson when they were escorted into the banquet hall in London
for the precedent-breakinstate dinner. In his spee'eh at the state banquet to President Wilson at Buckingham palace Friday night, King George
said: "This is an historic moment and
your visit marks an historic epoch.
Nearly 150 years have passed since
your republic began its independent
life, and now, for the first time, a President of the United States is our guest
in England." Replying to the king's
address, President Wilson said: "I am
deeply complimented by the gracious
words which you have uttered. The
welcome which you have given mt
and Mrs. Wilson has been so warm, so
natural, so evidently from the heart,
that we have been more than pleased.
We have been touched by it, and I be
Heve that I correctly interpret that
welcome as embodying not only your
own generous spirit toward us personally, but also as expressing for. yourself and the great nation over which
you preside that same feeling for my
people, for the people of he United
' .
States."
;..
SPORT
Billy Mlske of St. Paul outboxed Gus
Crlstle of. Milwaukee in every round
of a.ten-rouncatch weight
boxlpg contest at Milwaukee. .
Joe Burman of Chicago' won the
twelve-rounbout with Eddie Wlmler
of Pittsburg, before the American Ath
'
letlc Association at Baltimore.
.. A. 2,000-foo- t
fall killed Capt. Hobey
Baker,-famouAmerican, flier, lt.was
learned in Paris. ,'He fell at
aerodrome, where he 'was waiting to
'
proceed home."
the-Tou-

--

GENERAL

AOtñg hearing of packing house employe's for waí9"iriereases.beíore-,Fed- eral Judge Alsfchuler 1h Chicago, 'Miss-City testified;
Ethel KellyTi
that a womah's.coat that cost,$H;,75
v
.;.
j year ago now costa $35.
ico.
'
The'R'eV." Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman,
WASHINGTON;'
evangelist, dled'Jn New
,A new Portuguese ministry has been! noted
:
.
.
formed, with Tamagnlni Barbosa as York.
The cost of living in'New York statt
premier.'
'..
Herbert Hoover cabled that Europe has increased 02 per .cent since 1914,
'
will not recover from its main food according to figures made public by
'
the Consumers' League.

1

a- -

as-a-

':.

difficulties for another six months.
Roosevelt
Theodore
celebrated
The treasury has issued instructions
Christmas day by leaving Roosevelt
for the recall of all unsold War Savhospital, where for two months he had
ings stamps for the series of 1918. In
been undergoing treatment for sciatic
their stead stamps of the 1919 serjes
rheumatism.
.
will be supplied.
Reports received from Germany inWheatless and meatless days, to- dicate that the present government
gether with other food restrictions
there is to .constitute a federal repubplaced upon United States eating
lic on virtually the same plan as the
places by the Food Administration,
United States.
23.
off
Dec.
were declared
The Chinese government has in;
A new issue of $750,000,000 or more
dorsed the plan to establish a Jewish
of treasury certificates of indebtedness maturing in six months was an- state in Palestine, according to word
received in New York by the Zionist
nounced by Secretary of the Treasury organization
of America,
from the
Glass in preparation for the Fifth LibShanghai Zionist Association.
erty loan.
Great strides toward amicable setTaxes designed to raise about
tlement of highly important peace premarks are planned by the liminaries were made Friday when
council of the people's delegates, said President Wilson,
Premier Lloyd
an official report received from Berne, George and Foreign Secretary Balfour
quoting a Berlin dispatch from the conferred at Buckingham palace in
Suddeutsche Zeitung.
London.
The keeping of Uncle Sam's war
Cyrus H. McCormick at Chicago was
promises to his farmers is going to succeeded as president of the Internacost $500,000,000, and perhaps more. tional Harvester Company by his broIt will take this amount to pay the dif- ther, Harold F. McCormick. Cyrus H.
ference between the market price of McCormick has been president of the
the forecast 1,090,000,000-buBhe- l
1919 company since It was organized in
wheat crop and the price of $2.26 set 1902. For eighteen years .before that
by the President during
he was president of the McCormick
Chairman Lever of the House agricul- company.
tural committee estimated.
American soldiers in faraway ArchForty-fiv- e
thousand mules , and angel are being given a taste of home
horses, part of the army's surplus sup life at the hostess house of the Y. M.
ply, will be sold at auction at camps, C. A. and the nine secretaries enter'throughout
the country. The sales tain nearly 300 men. every day, the war
will be bald Jan. 7, 14, 21 and 28.
work council announced in New York,
,

-

war-tim-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

VILSOil'SADDRESS
DELIVERED IN HISTORIC
HALL IN LONDON.

GUILD

President Declares, Amidst Applause,
That Allies Are United to Stop
Wars and Maintain Peace.
London. The text of President Wilson's speech at the Guild hall Saturday afternoon, Dec. 28, is as follows:
"Mr. Lord Mayor:' We have come
upon times when ceremonies like this
have a new significance which most
Impresses me as I stand here. I feel
that a distinguished honor has been
conferred upon me by this reception,
and I beg to assure you, sir, and your
associates of my very profound appreciation, but 1 know that I am .only
part of what I may call a great body
of

circumstances.

characterize by a name which, as a
university man, I have always resanted. It was said to be academic, as if
thai in itself were a condemnation
something that men could think about,
but never get. Now we find the practical leading- minds of the world de
termined to get It.
"No such sudden and potent'union
of purpose had ever been witnessed
In the world before.
Do you wonder,
therefore, gentlemen, that In common
with those who represent ypu I am
eager to get at the business and write
the sentences down? And that I am
particularly happy that the ground Is
cleared and the foundations laid for
we have already accepted the sama
body of principes?
Those principles
are clearly and definitely enough
stated to make their application a
matter which should afford no fun
damental difficulty.
Called Him to Cross the Sea.
"And back of us that imperativa
yearning of the world to have all disturbing questions quieted, to have all
threats against peace silenced, to
have Just men everywhere come together for a common object. The
peoples of the world want peace and
they want It now, not merely by conquest of arms, but agreement of mind
"It was this Incomparably great ob
ject that brought me overseas. It has
never before been deemed excusable
for a President of the United States
to leave the territory of the United
States, but I know that I have the sup
port of Judgment of my colleagues in
the government of the United States
in Baying that it was my .paramount
duty to turn away even from the Im
perative tasks at home to lend such
counsel and aid as I could to this
great may I not say final enterprise
of humanity."
-

.

Hun Chiefs Quit Council.
Berlin, Dec. 30. Foreign Minister
Haase, Minister of Social Policy
Barth and Demobilization Minister
Dittman retired from the cabinet at.
midnight Saturday night after the
central council had decided againRt
the independents on a majority of the
questions the independents had submitted for consideration. Premier
Ebert, Finance Minister Scheideman
Minister of Publicity Landsberg are
now in charge of the revolutionary
government.

'
that

Ufe.

'

I have broken
"You have said
all precedents in coming across the
ocean to join In the counsels of the

peace conference, but I think those
who have been associated with me In
Washington will testify that, that Is
nothing surprising. I said to the
members of the press in Washington
one evening that one of the things
that had interested me most sinde I
lived in 'Washington was that every
time I did anything perfectly natural
it was said to be unprecedented.
Breaking Precedents Is Wise.
"It was perfectly nátural to break
this precedent, natural because the
demand for intimate conference took
precedence over every other, duty.
And, after all, the breaking of precedents, though this may sound strange
doctrine in England, js the most sensible thing to do. The harness Of precedent is sometimes a very sad and
harassing trammel , . . . "
Spirits FreeYrom Suffering.,
"I thank you sincerely for thfs welcome, sir, and am very happy to join
in a love feast which is all the more
enjoyable because there Is behind It
a background of tragical suffering.
"Our spirits are released from the
darkness of the clouds that at one
time seemed to have settled upon the
world In a way that could not be dispersed the sufferings of your own
people, the suffering of the people of
France, and the Infinite suffering of
the people of Belgium.
"The whisper of grief that has been
blown all .through the world is now
silent and the sun of hope seems to
spread its rays and to change the
earth with a new prospect of happiness. So our Joy Is all the' more elevated because we know that our
spirits are now ' lifted out of that
--

Pithy News Items

Splendid Work in France Typical

Gathered From All Over

of Country.

New Mexico

-

"I do not believe that it was fancy
on my part that I heard In the voice
of welcome uttered in the streets of
this great city and in the streets of
Paris, something more than a personal
welcome.
It seemed to me that I
heard the voice of one people speak
ing to another people and it was a
voice in which one could distinguish
a singular combination of emotions.
There was surely there the deep
gratefulness that the fighting was
over. There was the pride that the
fighting had had such a culmination.
There was that sort of gratitude that
the nations engaged had produced
such men as the soldiers of Great
Britain and of the United States and
of France and of Italy men whose
prowess and achievements they had
Formally Welcomed to City.
witnessed with rising admiration as
The President and Mrs. Wilson ar
they moved from culmination to cul- rived at the Guildhall at 12:30, where
mination.
the President received formal wel
come to the city of London.
Matters Yet Unfinished.
"But there was something more in
After the initial ceremonies the
it, the consciousness that the business President was given an address of
Is not yet done, the consciousness that welcome on parchment, in a gold casit now rests upon othersto see that1 ket. Following bis reply, the Presi
dent and Mrs. Wilson went to the
those lives were not loBt In vain.
"I have not yet been to the. actual mansion house as guests of the mayor
battlefield, but I have been with many and mayoress at luncheon.
The streets were crowded to see
of the men who have fought the battles, "and the other day I had the the President pass on his way to and
pleasure of being present at a session from the Guildhall. Troops lined the
of the French Academy when they ad- way and kept the people in check.
Speech at Mansion House.
mitted Marshal Joffre to their memIn his 'speech at the lord mayor's
bership. . That sturdy, serene soldier
stood and uttered, not the words of luncheon at the Mansion bouse, Pres
triumph, but the simple words of af- ident Wilson said in part:
"Mr. Lord Mayor, your royal highfection for his soldiers and of conviction with which he summoned up In a ness, your grace, ladies and gentlesentence, which I will not try to men: You have again made me feel,
accurately quote, but reproduce in its sir, the very wonderful and generous
spirit. It was that France must al- welcome of this great city, and you
ways remember that the small and the have reminded me of what has per
haps become one of the habits of my
weak could never live
in

free
the
world unless the strong and the great
always put their power and their
strength in the service of right.
Must See That Right Endures.
"That Is the afterthought the
thought that something must be done
now, not only to make the Just settlements that of course but to see that
the settlements remained and were
.observed and that honor and Justice
prevail in the world. And us I have
conversed with the soldiers I have
beeh more and more aware that they
fought for something that not all of
them had defined, but which ail -- of
them recognized the moment you
'
stated It to them,
"They fought to do away with an
old order and to establish a. new one,
and the center and characteristic of
the old order was that unstable tiling
which we used to call the 'balance of
power,' a' thing in which the balance
was determined by, the. .sword which
was thrown in on tfie.ohe side or the
other, a balance which was determined
by the unstable equilibrium of competitive interests, a balance which was
hialntalned by Jealous watchfulness
and an antagonism of interests which,
though, it was generally latent, was
alwáys'deep seated.
. League to Preserve Peace.
"The men who have fought in this
war have beeh the men from the free
nations who are determined that that
sort of thing should end now and for-- (
ever. It is very interesting to me to
observe how from every quarter, from
every sort of mind, from every con
cert of counsel there comes the suggestion that there must now be not a
balance of power, not one powerful
group of nations Bet up against an
other, but a single overwhelming, powerful group of nations who shall be
the trustees of the peace of the world.
"It has been delightful in my con
ferences with the leaders of your government to find how our minds moved
along exactly the same line and how.
our thought was always that the key
to the peace was the guarantee of
peace, not the items of it; that the
items would be worthless unless there,
stood back of them a permanent concert of power for their maintenance.
That is the most reassuring thing
that has ever happened in the world.
League Only Theory at First.
"When this war began the thought
of a league of nations was indulgently
considered as the thought of closeted
students. It was thought of as one
of those things that it was right to

THAT ISIAUERIGA!

Returned Soldier Tells Something of
Wonderful Doings In Which Every
Citizen of Our Great Republic
May Have Pride.

Mountain

Future Air Travel.
It is "predicted that In fen maybe
flveyears from now, the sky will be
SEVERE FIGHT IN POSEN.
marked out in regular Hues of air
travel, as the earth now is banded with
German Soldiers Fire on U. S. Flag
steel rails. Stations and eating houses
138 Persons Killed.
nrobably will be established high in
London. There was severe fighting the air, where the big limlteds will
between the Poles and Germans in draw up alongside captive dining balloons for the usual 25 minutes for dinPosen, which resulted in thirty-eigh- t
Aerated water- - will he served;
women and children and about one ner.
hundred Germans and Polanders be- and even the prices will be Inflated.
Is seen but one feature
ing killed. The affray originated as
1 this vision
a result of a German officer firing on
htch harks back to 1918: Tire din
girls will still be wearing
an allied automobile which was proceeding
to Warsaw, carrying the those solemn, ugly black dresses, radl- American flag. The Germans Insulted
tlns the same old gloom even to the
the flag and the Polish guard was last table farthest back In the farthest
called out. The fighting lasted sev- corner.
eral hours and the Germans were de.'"
feated.
Why DJdn't They Think ef That?

90,000

boxes

A bean and grain elevator is shortly to be erected on the railroad right
of way at Springer.
Acting Governor Antonio Lucero
granted a pardon to Dr. C. L. Parsons
of Roswell, Chaves county.
Work on the new steel bridge to

across the San Juan river
at Farmlngton has been begun.
The Wilson farms management at
Mills is planning an Intensive cultivation of its large tract this season.
Father John Baptist Pitaval, archbishop of Santa Fé, has been promoted
r
to the diocese of Amida, called
of Dlarbekir, Mesopotamia.
Jesus Mora was arrested at Deming
qn a charge of violating a deportatloa
order which was Issued by Judge
in Albuquerque in April, 1917.
Active canvass has started In Albuquerque to raise funds to finance the
eight-milcutoff in the Cuba Toad from
the Alameda bridge to the Hog Back.
The body of Grandmother Renner
an aged woman who wandered away
from her home near Lucy, and for
whom search was made for three days,
Diar-loki-

Ray-nol-

was found in Ross canon, near Pedernal.
The convent of the Sisters of St.
Joseph at Silver City, which has been

expanding rapidly during the past
year, has made another purchase In or
der to have more room for its educational work.
soldiers reThree Albuquerque
turned from Camp Cody, discharged
from military service, having done
their "bit" in the world war. They
are Ernest W. Hall, Sergt. Will Myer
.1

A

1,

Unn.nm

Horace T. Bray, city attorney of
Magdalena,
was shot and instantly
killed. Lon Allen, a rancher, immediately afterward surrendered to the authorities, and Is said by them to have
confessed that he slew Bray.
The millions of dollars paid "to
farmers for beets by western sugar
companies shows the value of the industry to the state and is the best
argument that can be offered to sh.ow
why this industry should be encour- -

'

The task Of finding employment for
soldiers who are discharged from the
army at Camp Cody has been undertaken by the federal employment service. C. H. Strens of Santa Rosa has
been appointed as a representative of
At the
the federal employment-serviccamp for the registration of all men
Kho desire the help of the service in
getting work.
Six federal Surveying parties are in
the field in New Mexico "despite the
lateness of the season, rushing their
work so that returning soldiers will
be able to acquire government lands- In the state soon after their homecoming. The principal surveys are being:
pushed in Sierra, Rio Arriba and Taos
counties, but work also is being doné
in other counties.
' ,
Uttering words' of endearment as
aha InnnAil rival in Vina har
who lay In bed suffering from Spanish influenza, Mrs. Susie Sullivan, 34
years old, a moment later slashed his
throat with a penknife concealed in
her hand, according to a confession
she Is said to have made to the Albuquerque police The husband will recover. Jealousy is said to have been
the cause of the attack. The woman
is confined in the cityjail.
Following are New Mexico names in
the casualty lists: Elíseo Padilla, Magdalena, died of disease". Jose A. Pino.
Santa Fé; Morgan D. Hately, Aztec;
Jose L. Padilla, . Márquez; Alberto
Aguirre, Rodney; Marcelino Archuleta, Cleveland ,and Aberrico J. Romero, Ranchos de Taos, wounded severely. Pedro Archuleto, Watrous; Florencio Bellhouse, Tyrone, and Refea
Gonzales, Albuquerque, wounded, de-

gree undetermined. - Benjamin I. Berry, Carrizozo, wounded severely. Ncal
W. Butler, Talban, and Samuel E.
Wood, Texico, wounded, degree undetermined. James W. Bush, Carlsbad,
ond Claney R. Brock. Haeerman.
wounded slightly,
Acting Governor Antonio Lucero parnffi,,pr"
The ground was simply
doned Tranquilino Valdez of Colfax
Dead In War Total 5,936,504,
shocking aftet1 the rain; we thought
county, who was sentenced to serve
London. With the issue of the offi- the battle would have to be postten to twenty years in the state peni-- ,
,
cial figures of the French losses in poned.
tentiary.
you
know,
we
do
Well,
Lady
to
possible
the
arrive at
the war it is
Losses of hundreds of sheep and catday
predicament
same
the
approximate estimate of the appalling were in the
tle by stock raisers In San Juan counwe
festival,
had
but
Cross
Red
our
of
dead,
so
The
number
far,
life.
toll of
national the foresight to cover the ground with ty were explained' when the county
The individual
5,936,504.
agent discovered whirled milkweed
losses In dead are: British, 706.72G; straw. London Opinion.
and its poisonous properties.
French, 1,071,300; American, 68,478:
Over 1,166,000 acres opened for enTwo Ways.
Russian, 1,700,000; Austrian, 800,000; "Wasn't she. opposed when she start- try under stock raising homestead
German, 1,000,000. The total German
law in New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoed out as a professional whistler?"
casualties are given by the Berlin
"Yes, but now she can crow over ming and Idaho, making 10,610,000
as 6,330,000, and the Austrian,
now opened under this aC-It"
4,000,000.
Ing-roo-
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Park packs

beans.

d

,

ranch sold for

apples.
Range conditions in New Mexico
greatly improved.
Union county stockmen to fatten
Texas sheep on maize.
Plnon nut industry made practical
by invention of Albuquerque woman.
Roy Trading Company Installs machinery for grading and cleaning,

ff

this shattered but

county

of

.

lad told of the tranquillity that came
with the bump and pull of an Ameri
our nearrs- - were
can locomotive,
eHrróíi. Who of i'i has not waited
with bat noised, the pitcher fumhllng
the bail meanwhile, to see one of our
mighty locomotives go thundering pa
diamond?
It was
nur' imnrovlsed
more tlian-- a locomotive It was a sym
bol. Perhaps We did not fathom the
.rmhnllsm of it. but we felt It. Here,
at last,- - is the Interpretation, brought
home by a soldier of the Union that
in no small part has been made great
by the vision, the daring, and the
downwrlght work that conquered the
wilderness, crossed the eastern moun
tains, swept over the prairies, mas
tered other and mightier mountains,
linked the sunrise" coast to that of
the sunset of steel, and converted n
continent Into a neighborhood by the
American locomotive, brother of the
one that "picked up our wounded sol
dier and made him reel tnar "some-tbln- e
had got hold of him." That
"something" had got hold of the world.
Manchester Union.

'

A Lincoln
$20,000.

heavy-timbere- d

A

Eddy county ships a train load of

cattle.

soldier of the expeditionary force
conversed with us the other night. He
had been shot half 'to pieces. Never
again will he he the same lad of swinging gait and vibrant life who went out
for us. Yet the spirit of him was untouched.
As he talked he suddenly lifted the
coasts
veil hetween us and far-of- f
we saw Trance.
From a port that hud no docks of
Importance before the war we snw
Amerlean-bull- t
extend . the
ntw
wharves; mile on mile. Great .ships
were swinging In on hurrying tides.
Thousands of men, many of them
hlack giants from the South, the physical equals of any that ever bowed
to labor, swarmed
around them.
Mountains of supplies towered on
every side.
From those reaf docks ran a four-trac-k
railroad; heavy steel rails,
roadbed,
rock bnl
last, steel clamped, graded perfectly,
400 miles across France to- the roaring guns.' Half way across that land
the tracks were only two. No passenger stutlon on that line only the
American highway for fighting millions, going up to hattle, and their
supply depots.
Every ounce of that metal, made In
America, dug out of our hills by men
like those of New Hampshire, was
smelted and forged and rolled and
heaten to our uses and set down by
places.
the million tons In far-oOn that road ran cars upon which
could have been laid two or three of
the lesser cars of the European lands.
On It ran locomotives such as the
world never saw,, save in America,
Their monstrous forms towered above
the heads of the peoples of all the
earth, who stopped, half In terror, as
reat mnchlnes rolled by, their
the
ponderous drive wheels dwarfing the
engineers that worked about them
when they rested.
As he talked, this broken-bodiesoldier told of his re
turn from the field. How he was rattled and bumped, and wrenched and
Jarred as he went over the lightly
hunt ' rnikvnv In the hosnltal train!
He felt
Then there was a change.
the bump and pull of an American locomotive, felt the solidity of rock under his tortured body, the smooth
rolling of wheels not to be mistaken;
the localized. Incarnated soul of Amer
ica in unbending rails beneath the
mighty engine and the swiflly running
cars. The landscape began to flash
by as by magic. "Then," he said, "I
Something naa
knew I was all right.
got hold of me."
That Is America. The soldier thnt
no wounds could dismay; the solid
rnrk the wonderful creation that
made not only the highway for our.
power but the foundation of our free
republic.
A

whole-snlrlte-
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Demlng dairy men plan to
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Ei w wren o ware 8
.By Jocsph C. Lincoln v r
"

(CoyjrigM by IX Ajrleto

CAP'N WARREN GETS

A

SURPRISE WHEN

GRAVES

Co.)

DIS-

CLOSES REASON FOR HIS VISIT
Atwood Graves,. New York lawyer, goes to South Densboro, Cape
ttod. to sea Captain Ellsha Warren. Caught In a terrific storm while
en the way, be meets Cap'n Warren by aetfdent and goes with the latter to his home.
CHAPTER II,

The Will ef Abljsh.

to your room, Mr. Graves,"
rpni3
I
said Miss Abigail Baker,

plac-la-g

the lighted lamp on the
bureau. "And here's a pair of socks
and some slippers. They belong to
Elltfca Cap'n Warren, that Is but he's
cot core. Cold water and towels and
oap are in the wa alistan over yonder, but I guess you've bad enough
There's
cold water for one night
plenty hot In the bathroom at the end
of the ball. You needn't hurry. Supper's waited an hour and a half as tla.
Twon't hurt It to wait a spell longer."
She went away, closing the door aft-- r
her. The bewildered, wet and shivering New Yorker stared about the
room, which, to his surprise, was warm
and cozy. Radiators and a bathroom I
These were modern luxuries he would
have taken for granted bad Ellsha
Warren been the sort of man be expected to find the country magnate,
the leading citizen, fitting brother to
the late A. Rodgers Warren of Fifth
avenue and Wall street
But the Captain Warren who bad
driven him to South Denboro in the
rtin was not that kind of man at alL
His manner and his language were as
far removed from those of the late A.
Rodgers as the latter's brown-ston- e
residence was from this big, rambling
house, with Its deep stairs and narrow
halls, its antiquated pictures and hi
eous, old fashioned wall paper; as far
removed as Miss Baker, whom the cap
tain had hurriedly introduced as "my
second-cousikeepin' house for me,"
was from the dignified butler at the
mansion on Fifth avenue; Certainly
this particular Warren was not fitted
to be elder brother to the New York
broker who had been Sylvester, Euhn
& Graves' client.
It could not be; It could not There
must be some mistake. In country
towns there were likely to be several of
the same name. There must be another
Ellsha Warren.
n

Meanwhile Miss Abigail had descend

ed the stairs to the sitting room. Before a driftwood fire in a big brick fire
place sat Captain Warren in his shirt
pair of mammoth carpet slip
elaeves,
pers on bis feet and the said feet
stretchy luxuriously out toward the

ty I feel I should be sure there to no
mistake. I have come on important
business, and"
"Hold onl" The captain held up a
big hand. "Don't you say another
word. There's Just one business that
Interests me this minute, and that's
supper. Set right down here, Mr.
Graves. I'D try to keep you supplied
with solid cargo, and Abble'll tend to
Hope that teapot la
the molstenln'.
full up, Abbie. Hot tea tastes good
after you've swallowed as much cold
rain as Mr. Graves and I have.
Father, we thank thee for these mercies set before us. Amen I
How's your appetite when it comes to
clam pie, Mr. Graves?"
Mr. Graves' appetite was good, and
the clam pie was good. So, too, were
the hot biscuits and the tea and homemade preserves and cake.
At last when aU the biscuits but one
were gone and the cake plate looked
like the desert of Sahara, the captain
pushed back his chair, rose and led the
way into the next room. Miss Baker
remained to clear the table. .
"Set down by the fire, Mr. Graves,"
urged the aptaln. "Nothln like burn-i-n
wood to look hot and comftable, is
there? It don't always make you feel
that way that's why I put in hot wa
ter beat but for looks and sociable-ness you can't beat a log fire. Smoke,
do your
"Yes, occasionally.

But

Captain

Warren"
"Here, try that It's a cigar the
Judge gave me over to Ostable. Hé
smokes that kind reg'lar, but if you
don't like it throw it away. He ain't
here to see you do it, so you won't be
fined for contempt of court I'll stick
to a pipe if you don't mind. Now
we're shipshape and all taut I cal'late.
Let's see. You wanted to talk busi
ness, I believe."
"Yes, I did. But before I begin I
should like to be sure you are the
Ellsha Warren I came from New York
to interview. I am an attorney. Have
you had you a brother in business in
New York?"

.

Hey?" The captain turned and
looked his guest squarely in the eye,
His brows drew together.
Tve got a brother in New York,"
he answered slowly. "Did he send you

here?"
"Was your brother's name A. Rod'
"Abbe, observed the captain, "this Is gers Warren?"
solid omfort Every time I go away
No.
His name is
"'A. Rodgers?'
from borne I get Into trouble, don't IT Abljah Warren, and wait I His mid
Last trip I took to Boston I lost $30, dle name to Rodgers, though. Did
nd
Blje send yon to me?"
."Lost it!" interrupted Miss Baker
Was your
"A moment captain.
tartly. "If lendin' Tim Foster ain't glv brother a broker?"
in' it away, then I miss my guess."
"Yes. His office is or used to be on
Well," with another chuckle, "Tim Broad street What"
4on't feel that way. He swore right up "You have not heard from him for
and down that be wouldn't take a cent some time?"
as a gift I offered to make him a
"Not for eighteen years. He and I
present of $10, but be looked so shocked didn't agree as well as we might
that I apologized afore he could say Maybe 'twas my fault maybe 'twas
no."
bis. I have my own ideas on that If
"Yes, and then lent him that thirty. you're lookin' for Blje Warren's brothShocked 1 The only thing that would er, Mr. Graves,
I guess you're come
is bein' set to the right place. But what he sent
hock that
copper
you
get
back a
to work. When
you to me for or what he wants for
of that money 111 believe the millen he wants somethln' or be wouldn't
nium's struck, that's all."
have sent I don't understand."
"Hum 1 , WelL IH help you believe it
"Why do yon think he wanted some
drop
that is, if I have time afore I
thing?"
dead of heart disease. What I started
"Because
Blje Warren and I
to say was that every time I go away was broughthe's
up with him. When we
from home I get into trouble. Up to was young ones together he went to
Boston 'twas Tim and his loan.' Toschool and I went to work. He got
night it's about as healthy a sou'wester the
frostln on the cake, and I got the
out
fetched
been
in.
ever
Dan
I've
at
burnt part next to the pan. He went
7"
team,
be
in the
has
to cuUege, and I went to sea. Twas
"Yes; it's in the stable. He says the
later on that we. Well, never mind
buggy dash Is pretty wen scratched up
that either. What to It he wants of
and that it's a wonder you and that me
after eighteen years?"
he,
Who
is
killed.
man
wa'n't
Graves
"He
wants a good deal of you, Cap
anyhow?"
tain Warren, or did want it"
"Land knows; I don't"
"Did? Don't he want it now? Is
' "Yon don't know! Then what'a he
Blje dead?"
doln' here?"
"He died ten days ago very suddenly,
"Changin bis duds, I guess. That's
In a way
was great shock to us
what I'd do if I looked as much like a all, yet we ithave a
known that his heart
drowned rat as be did."
was weak. He realized it too."
"Lisba Warren, If you ain't the
"So Blje to dead, hey?" Captain
most provokln' thing I Don't be so un- EUsha's face was very grave,
and be
mean.
likely.
Yon know what I
spoke siowiy.
wen, well,
"Dead!
What's he come here to this house weur
for?"
He paused and looked into the fire.
"Don't know, Abbie. I didn't know Graves saw again that vague resembe was comln' here till just as we got blance be bad caught on the train, but
down yonder by Emery's corner. I had forgotten. He knew now why be
asked him who he was lookin for; be noticed it
said 'Eilsit Warren,' and then the
Captain Ellsba cleared his throat
tree caved in on us. Oh, come right
"Well, well!" he sighed. "So BJJe
in, Mr. Graves. I hope you're drier has gone. I s'pose yon think it's odd,
now."
maybe," ho went on, "that I ain't more
Captain Warren sprang from the struck down by the news. But to
chair to greet his visitor, who was speak truth, he and I have been so
standing in the doorway.
apart aM have bad nothln' to do with
"Yea, come right in, Mr. Graves," he each other for so long that that well,
urged cordially. "Set down by the I've coae to feel as if I didn't have a
fire and make yourself comf tabla.
brother. And I know be felt that way
have somethln' for us to eat in a
yes, and wanted to feel so. I know
Jiffy. Pull up a chair."
that There was a time when I'd have
The lawyer came forward hesitad got down on my knees and crawled
ingly.
from here to New York to help BJe
"Thank you, captain," he said. "Bat Warrea. I lent him money to start in
efore X accept mare of your ospltaU- - busmen. Later on him and I west
blaze.

.

Ab-ble'- U

Into partnership together on a a fool
South American speculation that didn't
pan out for nothln'. I didn't care" for
that I took my chance same as he
did. We formed a stock company aU
amongst ourselves, and I've got my
share of the stock somewhere yet. It
may come in handy if I ever want to

paper the barn. But 'twan't business
deals of that kind that parted us; 'twas
Another matter somethln' that he did
to other folks who'd trusted us and
Humph! This don't Interest you, of
Well, Blje was weU off, I
course.
know. His wife died way back in the
nineties. . She was one of them fashionable women, and a hayseed salt
berrín' of a bachelor brother-in-lastuck down here in the sand heaps
as
didn't Interest her much-exc- ept
somethln' to forget I s'pose. I used
to see her name in the Boston papers
occasionally, givin' parties at Newport
and one thing another. I never en
vied 'em that kind of life."
"Your brother bád two children by
his marriage," said Mr. Graves after
a moment of silence.
"Hey? Two chUdren? Why, yes, I
remember he did. Boy and glrL wa'n't
they? I never saw 'em. They've grow- ed up by this time, of course."
"Yes. The eldest Caroline, is near
ly twenty. The boy, Stephen, is a year
younger. It to concerning those chUdren. Captain Warren, that I have
come to see yon. In spite of the es
trangement it is evident that bis confl
denee in your Judgment and integrity
was supreme. His children were his
idols, Captain Warren, and he has left
them in your charge."
The Captain's pipe fell to the hearth.
"What! he shouted. "Left his chil
dren to to me! Mr. Graves, you':
you're out of your head or I am!"
"I say that your brother has left bis
two children in your care until the
youngest shall become of age twenty- one. I have a copy of his win here,
and"
"Walt, wait! Let me think. Left
his children to me to me I Mr. Graves,
had Blje lost aU his money?"
"No. He was not the millionaire
that many thought him. Miss Warren
and her brother will be obliged to econ
omlze somewhat In their manner of
living. But with care and economy
their income should be quite sufficient
without touching the principal to"
"Hold on again!. The income, you
say. What is that incomer
"Roughly speaking, a mere estimate,'
about $20,000 to $25,000 yearly."
Graves, are you
"Mr. Graves-- Mr.
No; I asked you that before
era
But-b- ut
$20.000 a a year! For mer
cy sakes, what's the principal?"
"In the neighborhood of $500,000, I
believe. Of course we had no authority to Investigate thoroughly.
That
win be a part of your duties, but"
"S-sLet me soak this into my
brains a little at a time. Blje leaves
his children $500,000, half a million,
and end they've got to economize I
would you mind
And I'm
rea din' me that win?"
The attorney drew a long envelope
from his pocket extracted therefrom a
foldecT document donned a pair of
gold mounted eyeglasses and began to
read aloud:
" 'First, I direct my executor hereinafter named to pay my Just debts
and funeral expenses as soon as may
be convenient after my decease.'
"Did he owe much, think likely?"
asked Captain Ellsha. ,
"Apparently not very little beyond
the usual bills of a household.
" 'Second, I give, devise and bequeath
aU my estate, both real and personal,
to my brother, Ellsha Warren, if he
survive me, in trust nevertheless for
the following purpose to wit to In
vest the same and to use the income
thereof for the education and maintenance of my two children, Caroline
Edgecombe Warren
"Edgecombe? Names for some of
his wife's folks, I presume likely. Ex
cuse me for puttln' my oar in again.
Goon."
- 'and Stephen Cole Warren'
."That's his wife, sartln. She was a
Cole. I swan, I beg your pardon."

"untU the elder, Caroline Edgecombe Warren, shall have, reached her

f
birthday, when
t
of the principal of said estate, together
with one-haof the accumulated inter,
est shall be given to her and the trust
continued for the education and maintenance of my son, Stephen Cole Warren, until be shall have reached bis
twenty-firs- t
birthday, when I direct
that the remainder be given to him.
"Third, I appoint as testamentary
guardian of my said children my said
brother, Ellsha Warren.
'Fourth, I appoint as sole executor
of this my last will and testament my
said brother, Ellsha Warren.
" 'Fifth, imposing impUcit trust and
confidence in Ellsha Warren, my brother, I direct that he be not required to
give bond for the performance of any
of the affairs or trusts to which he has
been herein appointed.'
"The remainder," concluded Graves,
refolding the will, "Is purely formal
It to dated May 15 three years ago. I
come to acquaint you with your brother's last w Sabes and to ascertain wbeth.
r or not you are willing to accept
the trust And responsibility he has laid
upcm yon. As you doubtless know, the
twenty-firs-

one-hal-

lf

'
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state provides a legal rate of reimbursement for such services as yours
will or may be. Aheml"
"Maybe? You mean I ain't got to
do this thing unless I want to?"
"Certainly. You have the right to
renounce the various appointments, in
which case another executor, trustee
I
and guardian wiU be appointed.
realize, and I'm sure that your brothe
er's children will realize, your
la assuming such a responsibility ovr persons whom you have never
even met"
"in, I guess we'U all realize it Yon
needn't worry about that. Look here!
Do the chUdren know I'm elected V
"Yes. Of course the will has been
read to them."
"Huml I s'pose likely they was overcome with Joy, wa'n't they?"- Graves bit bis Hp. Remembering the
comments of Miss Caroline and her
brother when they learned of their uncle's appointment, he bad difficulty in
repressing a smile.
"WeU, what would you advise my
doln'?" asked the captain.
"I'm afraid that must be answered
by yourself alone, Captain Warren. Of
course the acceptance of the trust will
necessarily Involve much trouble and
Inconvenience, especially to one of
your er settled and er conservative
I Judge merely from what you have
said your conservative habits. The
estate to large, the investments are,
doubtless, many and varied, and the
labor of looking into and investigating them may require some technical
skin and knowledge of finance. Yes."
"Urn-m- i
Well, I Judge that that
kind of skill and knowledge could be
hired if a feller felt like payln' fair
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wageB, hey?"
Any good lawyer
"Oh, yes, yes!
could attend to that under the supervision of the executor, certainly. But
there are other Inconveniences to

Funeral Wagon

Outlaw and

No Longer

Man-Kill-

er

Funeral Wagon, the outlaw horse of Pendleton, Ore., is known
bowlegged broncho busters gather and talk horse. When he was
siiinnpii to the rpmount station nt Fort Bliss his reputation as a bad actor
preceuea mm. 'mere was tame io w
had for riding the outlaw and
.
hut. pvprvhnrtv seemed to have a
ouster.
pósitfve dislike for the limelight. For
corwhenever a buster approached the
ral Funeral Waeon gave unmistakable
evidence that he was looking for
trouble.
PASO.
ELwherever

rfnA Kmno

rnun-klll-p-

.tt

Sereeant Davis fell heir to Fu
neral Wagon. The sergeant Is one of
those men who has a way with horses.
They are few and they are born, not
lipllpvpa thflt
T...falintullv
n mln
umuvt
iiiLiMvmuii; ha" .......
horses can reason and have feelings; in fact, he woulünt deny mat norees
have souls.
Ordinarily Davis con walk Into a corral and lead out any horse In It with- out fuss or excitement. But it took him a month to gain the entree to Funeral Wagon's private corrnl. Anotner monm went uy ueiuie u .u-- ya
more
the big bay on the neck. After that the acquaintance progressed
'
rapidly. .
At last came the day when Davis aeciuea to try to rm me uum.
around the corral. He believed Funeral Wagon's Intentions were good, Dut
he was afraid that habit was strong. So he rigged up a Gleason bridle theagón uenuveu quuo u. u 6cuucBut i'uuerai
last word In
u

horse-breakin-

man.

Now Sergeant Davis takes a dally ride on Funeral Wagon. 11 leaves
mount
quirt and spurs behind and he does not go out of his way to stir up his
He even hopes to have the commanaer nue uie twnK ul
Kindness? Or Just Sergeant Davis' way with a horse?

.
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in Her Incubator
"Country Jay like me. Í understand. Baby Blaine, Heiress, Travels
'
Go ahead."
Yn
i
r i
t
mm.1 .limitji. jucuormic
"I mean that you would probably be CHICAGO. Most Americans have neara or i:yrus tt
born
was
heiress,
Blaine,
Baby
Well, their
required to spend much or an of the
next two or three years in New York." flvé weeks ago in Henrotin Memorial hospital, Chicago. And when she was tanen
to ner nome on wie street mere were
"Would, hey? I didn't know but
great doings. Never in the history of
beta' as a guardian has entire chargo
Chicago were more elaborate precauof the children and their money and
an
all I understand that's what he does
tmai tions taken to shelter and protectbaby,
Infant For this is an Incubator
have he could direct, the children
a baby that must live in a regulated
fetched down to where he Uved if he
temperature, under glass, wutched day
wanted to. Am I wrong?"
and night to guard the sacred flame
"No" the lawyer's, hesitancy and anof life.
noyance were plainly evidect-"no- -o.
Everything stopped at the hospital
Of course that might be done. Still
s
;
of an hour until this
.
rfor
precious charge was delivered safely
"Yon think that wouldn't cause no
No one
to the waiting ambulance.
more rejolcin' than some other things
have? Yes, yes; I cal'late I under- was allowed in or out of the place. A canopy had been stretched from the
stand, Mr. Graves. Well, I guess yon'U front door. Six men held 1t.
have to. I have built and launched
"A lot of fuss over a bal, said one curious bystander.
this. The whole house Is yours. Help
"Not a bit of it, lady," said one of the canvas bearers. "I'm for It I'm
yourself to It But when I'm caught getting $5 a day."
f
me my
In a clove hitch I just have to set
The driver of the ambf anee salü he bad Deen anvmg arouna it
heaters had
down and think myself out of it I for four days, testing thé tetaperoture of the interior.
have to give me tonight to chew over been placed Inside.
that way, I guess, and maybe you'll
All the floors and wall near the place where the baby was to be carried
'
excuse me."
had been scrubbed until tiiey shone. Carpets and rugs covered steps and
?
It ws after two the next morning be- sidewalk.
fore Captain Elisha rose from his chair
A crowd that numbered 130, watching the affair, caught a glimpse or me
by the fire and entered his bedchamlittle face.
ber. Yet when Atwood Graves came
Doctors and nurses, with the mother and a few friends, formen the procesdown to breakfast he found bis host sion. The baby's portable, home was carried in a specially constructed basket
in the sitting room awaiting him.
"Afore we tackle Abble's pancakes
Soldier of America, Salutes You"
and flsbbaUs, Mr. Graves," said the "Your Son,
you
one more
captain, "let me ask
question.
Mr.
This er er Caroline and
SMALL WISCONSIN 'TOWN. When Private Lester Wagner, son of
Stephen they're used to llvin' pretty A
Mrs. William Wagner, went overseas in Pershing's army he left a
and
weU fashionable society and the like
sealed letter. A few days ago his name appeared under the caption "Killed
of that hey?"
,
Action." The letter:: ;
in
.
"Yes.- - Their home was on Fifth ave"Dear Father: This Is a final mesr
nue, and the family moved In the best sage to you.
t circles."
"There will be little. else just the
"Hum! I should imagine life on brief official notice maybe a belated
twenty odd thousand a year mustbe
letter or two, speaking only of the
pretty much all circles, one everlastln' small happenings of the day ; perhaps
'turn your partners.' Well, Mr. Graves, the tale of a comrade or two as to how
my circles down here are consider'ble
I fell. Beyond that, nothing. And
smaller, but they suit me. I'm worth
now, beforehand, I say faretwenty odd thousand myself, not in a therefore
.
well.
year, but in a lifetime. I'm selectman
"There Is no need of many words,and director in the bank and trustee
but I want first to thank you for the
of the church. When I holler 'Boor
gift of a clean, strong, vigorous and healthy body. Straight limbs that could
me,
the South Denboro folks-soof serve America at her nted; for the gift of a good Intellect and discerning
them, anyhow set up and take notice.
i
you.
I can lead the grand march down in mind, I thanklong years of
that made my education possible; for
the
."For
this neighborhood once in awhile, and
guidance and teaching that kept me straight "in the days of my youth; for
I cal'late I'm prettier Ieadln' it than
freely proffered when I asked; for all noble things
I would be doln' a solitaire Jig for two the counsel and help eve? most earnestly I thank you.
and
years on the outside edge of New In your example again
'
"Secondly, as to ray death :
York's best circles. And I'm mighty
men together, there Is little need for words. It is
we
be
as
"Inasmuch
sure I'm more welcome. Now my eyethings I hold dear in life I
sight's strong enough to see through a in a good cause that I lay down my life. All the am proud and I am glad to
me. I
requested
of
Is
up,
since
give
willingly
it
two foot hole after the plug's out, and
bodies pay the price of liberty
I can see that you and BIJe's children be one of those America takes who with their sorrow, you will also be proud
will
your
In
be
hearts
though
;
won't shed tears if I say no to that and justice and
overmuch.'
will. No offense meant yon know; of me, and will not grieve
you. May the coming years bring wider field of
unto
things
good
be
"All
just common sense, that's alL"
perform it and in the end peace and contentto
wisdom
and
honor
This was plain speaking. Mr. Graves service,
.
colored, though be didn't mean to, and ment and rest.
"Your son, a eoldier of America, salutes you. Farewell"
for once could not answer offhand.
"So," ' continued the captain, "I'll
ease your and their minds by sayin' Say "Squirrel" and Fight; Say "ill-e-oand Run
that the way I feel now, I probably
shan't accept the trust I probably
Is woe and wrath among society folk and epicures
shan't But I won't say sure I won't, SAN FRANCISCO. There They
have been basely deceived and the gay dewoods.
of
neck
this
because well, because Blje was my
that, Jimmle Burkett of Lone Oak, Cal., 18
boy,
country
at
simple
a
is
brother; be was that no matter what ceiver
years old. acted as euide for a party of
our diff rences may have been. And
San
Francisco millionaires on a hunting
know
I know that there must be
I
through the mountains of Shasta
trip
some reason bigger than 'implicit trust
county n year ago last summer. Jimand the other May baskets for his
and wise In his
mle is mountain-breme in his will. What that rea.
generation. He Is a crack shot and
son is I don't know yet But for a
knows the mountains as a preacher
beginnln' I cal'late to run down to
knows his Book.
New York some time durin' the next
The boy killed squirrels and'
week, take a cruise round and sort of
trout for the party. When
caught
things
look
over."
.
tne camping tnp was over lie unu cii- tered into a deal whereby he was to
send his San Francisco friends so many
Cap'n Warren causes conater
nation when he arrives In New
squirrels a week. Gray squirrels, as Is well known, are a delight to any epiYork to look over the situation.
cure's palate.
The next Installment tells what
Then Jimmle began sending the "squirrels" to his friends. His fame
happened when he appeared In
grew and his business Increased. Each member of the camping party told
r
business
the metropolis.
a friend of the wonderful "squirrel" dinners. Jlmmle's
Increased and he was making money fast
But it is against the law to sell gray squirrels. The game wardens heard
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
about the "squirrel" business and camped on Jiramic's trail. No arrests have
been made, Jbut Jlmmle's business has fulled. He ships no more "squirrels."
How Butchers Sharpened Knives.
The truth Is that Jimmle sent them no squirrels at all. He Just raised
sepulchers
at Thebes, Egypt,
Ia the
or household vnriety of cuts, and as soon as they were the size
common
the
butchers are represented as sharpening
he killed and skinned them and sent them to his customers.
squirrel
a
of
their knives on a round bar of metal atto several San Francisco capitalists and clubmen and a
"squirrel"
Say
tached to their aprons, which from lis
and run for your life.
Say
follow.
wlU
fight
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panied by constipation and id aora
vatcd by it. Chamberns Tablets
cause a pen tie m ovement . f the bowels
relieving the c tistipated conditions.
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mile east of Roy N. M.
ie of
best improved farms found any
where. !1 fenced and cross fene-e130 arrers under cultivation
oO acres in
wheat, Good Barn for
jots of stcck and feed, '
Good
house. cel!Pr
cistern, fine well, wind
mil!
two large stock tanks,
granary
for 1500 bu.
My health is not
jiuuq enouffti to carry the work.
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A Happy New- Year
To One and All

SHE KEPT THEM ON THE JOB

FARM FOR SALE
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When you are troubled w'th md'git-io- n
or constipation, take Chamberlains
Tabltt'. They .strnm.t.l
and cnaUo it to perform it's function
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